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Organize room by room
the job on their own, potentially
enlisting the help of others in the
household.
Step 1: Assess the damage.
-XGERFIHMJ½GYPXXSKIXSVKERM^IH
[MXLSYX½VWXXEOMRKMRZIRXSV]SJ
your home. Go through all of the
rooms in the house and decide
what your goals for each room are,
jotting those goals down as you go.

A closet organizational system can be a handy
part of a person’s plans to get organized.
While resolving to lose weight
or quit smoking are popular New
Year’s resolutions, many people
decide the dawn of a new year is a
great time to get organized.
The holiday season can interfere
with one’s ability to stay organized.
The arrival of new gifts, decorations decking the halls and over-

night guests can make it seem like
rooms have been turned upside
down. But the end of the holiday
season provides a great chance to
sort through belongings and start
organizing in earnest.
Men and women who want to
get organized can consult with a
professional organizer or tackle

stress from getting organized. Simply move the containers that are
no longer needed from the room
when you’re ready to organize the
remaining belongings.
Step 3: Schedule cleaning
days.

It may take a couple of sessions
to get certain rooms clean, so plan
ahead for that. For example, you
may need a day to sort and toss
See if the rooms have more
storage potential than you’re utiliz- items, another day to prep the
room with organizational enhanceing, particularly those rooms that
ments and yet another to put
are overrun with items. Storage
everything back. Separating tasks
can include shelves on walls, new
JYVRMXYVISVQSHM½IHGPSWIXWTEGIW into manageable sessions will help
you reach smaller goals that evenAgain, jot down your ideas so you
tually add up to your larger goal of
can refer back to them later on.
getting more organized.
Step 2: Set up a sorting
Plan project days when you
plan.
can devote time with few, if any,
Organizing may involve sorting
distractions. You may want to ask
through belongings and getting
a friend or family member to take
rid of things you no longer use.
care of your children or pets for a
One of the easier ways to handle
few hours while you are tackling
sorting is to purchase three
your tasks. Organizing around the
different containers or make
trash pickup schedule can help,
XLVIIHMJJIVIRXTMPIW8LI½VWXSRI
too. This way discarded items are
will hold items you will keep, the
quickly out of sight and out of
second includes items that can be
mind.
sold or donated and the last will
Step 4: Prepare your day.
house items that you will discard
or recycle. Separating belongings
Have all of your necessary equipin this manner can help you stay
ment on hand in advance of Day
on task and remove some of the
1. This eliminates having to go on

OTHER GREAT BUYS

the search for supplies, which can
prove distracting. Make sure you
are well rested and have eaten a
hearty meal. Set an alarm for how
long you want the organizational
session to go. If you work until
you reach the point of fatigue, you
QE]RSXFIMRGPMRIHXS½RMWLSR
another day.
Step 5: Reward yourself.
)ZIV]XMQI]SY½RMWLERSVKEnizational session or goal, treat
yourself to something nice, such as
a dinner out or a massage. Choose
something relaxing that makes you
happy.
Step 6: Repeat the process.
When one room is organized,
establish your plan for the next
room. Once you see the success
XLEXGSQIWJVSQXLI½VWXVSSQ
you can use that as motivation to
do the others at your own pace.
Getting organized may take some
time, but it can be well worth the
reward when a home is clean and
everything has a place. 

La-Z-Boys
starting
at $349.00

Bedrooms
Dining Rooms
Sofas
Chairs
Area Rugs
Mattress Sets
La-Z-Boys

Bring home the style, comfort and quality you want at a price you’ll love!
Sealy and
Stearns & Foster
Mattress sets
at Savings of
40-70% off
discontinued
models

Now Is The
Time
To Buy a New
Mattress...
Will It Be...
Firm
Plush
Pillow top or
Extra Firm

SALE DATES:
Sat Nov 7 10am-5pm, Sun Nov 8 Noon-4pm,
Mon & Tues Nov 9 & 10 10am-8:30pm,
Wed & Thurs, Nov 11 & 12 10am-5pm,
Fri Nov 13 10am-8:30pm,
Sat Nov 14 10am-5pm, Sun Nov 15 Noon-4pm

La-Z-Boys in Many Styles &
Colors to Choose From
It’s all Up to You!

Even More In The Store
9785 River Road
MARCY, NY
315-735-0732
www.gracefurniture.com

DECISIONS are Easy at Grace Furniture:
Savings, Quality, and Customer Service All In One Store!
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Maitreya Loving Kindness Tour
- Buddhist relics
by Dyann Nashton
The public had a rare
and unique opportunity to
experience sacred Buddhist
relics recently as part of the
Maitreya Loving Kindness
Tour. The exhibit displayed
ancient historical relics from
Buddha Shakyamuni and
other Buddhist masters
of Tibet, India and China,
some 2,500 years old. The

free exhibit was hosted by
the Unitarian Universalist
Church of Utica.
The relics are often pearllike fragments found in the
cremation ashes of holy
individuals. Buddhists believe
relics embody the master’s
spiritual qualities of compassion and wisdom and are
deliberately produced by
the master at his death.

brought to the exhibit for a
blessing. She said, “It calms
the dogs down and brings
them peace.”

8LIWMKRM½GERGISJXLIWI
holy objects was clear in
the manner displayed. Each
of the many relics had a
small placard noting “Most
extremely precious one…”
and the name of the master
to which the relics belong
and the year of the master’s
lives.
Rev. Do’an Prajna, Zen
Buddhist priest and abbot of
Lotus Heart Zen, said, “As
a Zen priest, it is a special
honor to pay homage to the
LMWXSVMGEP½KYVI7MHHL͔VXLE
Gautama, also known as
Shakyamuni Buddha, and
to many of his disciples
and prominent teachers.
It is quite a treat to have
the exhibit come to Utica.
Overall, the exhibit was a
beautiful reminder of all that
the Buddha, his disciples and
the other Buddhist masters
passed down to us and personally helps me strengthen
my practice of compassion
and loving kindness.”
When entering the exhibit
guests are invited to bathe

Janet Stemmer, another
member of the church, said
WLI½VWXIRGSYRXIVIHXLMW
exhibit three years ago in
Syracuse. The experience
was so moving, she said,
“As soon as I walked into
the room, I started crying.”
When space was needed to
house this year’s exhibit, she
decided to help and bring it
to Utica.

Bathing Buddha; this tradition honors Buddha’s birthday.
a statue of Buddha with a
dipper of fragrant, blessed
water. This tradition honors
Buddha’s birthday as well
as is meant to bring “all
sentient beings together.”
From there, visitors proceed,
counterclockwise, around
the large display table. The
exhibit concludes with an
opportunity to have one
of the custodians of the
relics provide a blessing by

holding a reliquary on the
guest’s head.
Linda Mackos, a member of
the church, helped organize
the Utica event. “It is an
anomaly to have these kinds
of relics in such a small city
like ours. I believe the Buddha is a blessing that opens
the heart for everyone and
everything,” she said. Mackos
even had her pet dogs

The relics in the Maitreya
Loving Kindness Tour are
said to bring healing and
energy with them and helps
answer the question, “Is a
universal blessing for humanity possible?” The exhibit is
intended to transcend individual, religious and cultural
boundaries.
The tour has taken the
collection to 68 countries
including places like Singapore and New Zealand over
the past 15 years.
There are three Buddhist
temples in the immediate
Utica area with additional
Buddhist communities meeting in Oneida and Cooperstown. 

Decorating with cork
Cork is a versatile and relatively inexpensive material that lends itself well to different
decorating and home-use applications. Cork
grows as the bark of the Cork Oak tree,
which is grown and harvested mostly in
Portugal. Cork is harvested about every 9
or 10 years and is allowed to dry for 1 to 2
years. It is then boiled to remove any toxins
and is cut and dried for use.
People use cork in various ways. Cork
[MRIWXSTTIVWEVIWSQISJXLI½VWXXLMRKW
that come to mind when envisioning cork.
Cork bulletin boards are another common
use. However, cork is also used around the
LSYWIIWTIGMEPP]JSV¾SSVMRK&IGEYWIXLI
cork bark will regenerate on a tree naturally
without damage to the rest of the tree, cork
is an environmentally friendly material to
use. The material is impervious to pressure,
so it doesn’t dent and the air trapped within
the cork cell structure makes it strong, yet
soft underfoot. Cork also is a good insulator
and an effective heat/cold conductor. It also
absorbs vibrations, making it an effective
sound buffer.
-REHHMXMSRXSYWMRKGSVOSRE¾SSVMRHMZMHuals can use it for an accent wall. In a teenager’s room, a cork wall can be used as a

Shop antique shops for vintage frames
to create bulletin boards for your home
or office that fit your decor, unlike
many of their modern counterparts.

large bulletin board for photos and memorabilia. Some wine connoisseurs like to make
serving trays or backsplashes out of cork
wine stoppers, particularly from favorite
vintages. Cork resists water and stains, which
makes it a good material to use in kitchens
and bathrooms as well. 
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The Best Job Lora Ever Had
by Joe Parzych
My sister Lora was just a teenager,
fresh out of high school, when she
applied for work operating machinery
EX+VIIR½IPHWXIIPWXEQTSR1IEH
7XVIIXMR+VIIR½IPH7LIGSYPHR´XKIX
a work card needed for operating
QEGLMRIV]FIGEYWIWLI[EWR´X
]IEVWSPH-JWLIWEMHWLI[EWXLI
company would have required her to
KIXE[SVOGEVH%XWLI[EWRSXSPH
IRSYKL7SXSKIXXLINSFWLIPMWXIH
LIVEKIEWSRXLINSFETTPMGEXMSR
LSTMRKXLI][SYPHR´XEWOJSVTVSSJ
8LI]HMHR´XERHWLIKSXXLINSF
7LI½VWX[SVOIHSREWLIEVMRK
QEGLMRI0EXIVWLITVITEVIH[SSHIR
shipping boxes, drilling holes in blocks
of wood to hold the stamps, then
WXEMRMRKERHTSPMWLMRKXLIFS\IW½PPMRK
SVHIVWERHEJ½\MRKPEFIPW8LINSF[EW
3/FYXSRP]TEMHJSVEHE]
[IIO%RHMX[EWFSVMRK

HMHVIUYMVIEFMVXLGIVXM½GEXIERH*&-
GPIEVERGI7LIKSXTEWXFSXLSFWXEGPIW
%X4VEXX ;LMXRI]0SVEFIKER
working with lathes, drill presses, and
QMPPMRKQEGLMRIW,IVIWLIEKEMRWLI
VERMRXSHMJ½GYPXMIW[MXLLIVFSWW%X
½VWXLI[EWZIV]JVMIRHP],IIZIR
MRZMXIHLIVXSKSXSLMWJEQMP]´WGSXXEKI
EXXLIFIEGLJSVXLI[IIOIRH;LIR
he came to pick her up, she asked,
±;LIVI´W]SYV[MJIERHOMHW#²
±8LI]´VIE[E]ERHXLI]EVIR´XGSQMRK
-X´WNYWXKSRRE´FI]SYERHQI²LI
PIIVIH
±0MOILIGOMXMW²7LIWPEQQIH
his car door and went back in her
ETEVXQIRX

application, Lora had listed algebra and
geometry as subjects she had taken
MRLMKLWGLSSP,IVJEXLIVLEH[ERXIH
LIVXSXEOIFSSOOIITMRKWSXLEXWLI´H
learn something useful, but Lora hated
FSSOOIITMRK7LIPSZIHEPKIFVEERH
KISQIXV]RIZIVXLMROMRKWLI´HIZIVYWI
XLIQ
±-XLEWGSQIXSSYVEXXIRXMSRXLEX
]SY´ZIFIIREFPIXSLERHPIER]
machine and have accomplished
IZIV]XLMRK]SY´ZIFIIREWOIHXSHS²
XLII\IGYXMZIWEMH±,S[[SYPH]SY
like to go to school to become a
HVEJXWQER#²

0SVE[EWSZIVNS]IH7LIPSZIHXS
HVE[ERHTEMRX7LI´HMPPYWXVEXIHVSPPIV
skate carrying cases for other kids at
%JXIVWLIVIFYJJIHLMWEHZERGIWLIV
WGLSSPXSIEVRTSGOIXQSRI],IV
FSWWFIGEQILSWXMPI,IXVMIHXSWXMGO
high school art teacher had obtained
LIV[MXLRI[QEGLMRIWERHHMJ½GYPX
ETEVXMEPWGLSPEVWLMTJSVLIV&YX0SVE
NSFW&YXWLIJSYRHPIEVRMRKXSYWI
LEHXSXYVRMXHS[RFIGEYWIWLIHMHR´X
XLIZEVMSYWQEGLMRIWJYRERHHMJ½GYPX
One day, when having lunch, outside,
LEZIXLIEHHMXMSREPJYRHWRIIHIH,IVI
NSFWEGLEPPIRKI3RISJXLSWIHMJ½GYPX the schooling was free, and in addition,
she caught a little grass snake, put it in
her blouse pocket, and went back in to machining jobs was to salvage various
4VEXX ;LMXRI]TEMHLIV[EKIW[LMPI
[SVO;LIRE[SQERMRXLIWLSTXSSO scrapped pieces that other workers
training! The idea seemed too good
had spoiled, but she enjoyed creatively
one look at the snake poking its head
XSFIXVYI7LI[EWWSI\GMXIH;LEX
LERHPMRKXLIWIHMJ½GYPXTVSNIGXW
SYXSJ0SVE´WTSGOIXWLIWGVIEQIH
could be better, especially, since it
FPSSH]QYVHIV&IHPEQFVSOISYX
would get her away from her lecherous
0SVE´WTE]GLIGOJEVI\GIIHIH[LEX
Everyone quit working and it was quite her former boss at the steel stamp
FSWW#7LIMQQIHMEXIP]EGGITXIHXLI
some time before things settled down
GSQTER]IEVRIH3RI[IIOIRHLSQI offer and eventually trained to become
ERHIQTPS]IIW[IRXFEGOXS[SVO8LI on a visit, she showed her former
a detailed draftsman with an increase
FSWWLEHXVMIHXSMRXMQMHEXILIVIEVPMIV VSSQQEXILIVTE]WXYF8LIVSSQQEXI MRTE]7LIIRNS]IHIZIV]QMRYXISJ
%JXIVXLIWREOIMRGMHIRXLI½VIHLIV
was friends with a woman still working it, sometimes working on secret blue
TVMRXWWM\JIIXPSRK,IVWYTIVZMWSVW
0SVELEHLIEVHXLEX4VEXX ;LMXRI] EXXLIWXIIPWXEQTGSQTER]8LI
employee was only too happy to show treated her as a fellow professional and
%MVGVEJX'SQTER]MR'SRRIGXMGYX
[IVIETTVIGMEXMZISJLIV½RI[SVO&YX
0SVE´WTE]WXYFXSXLIJSVQIVFSWW
[EWLMVMRK0SVEORI[E[SQER[LS
when she married and began to have
ERHMRJSVQLMQXLEX0SVE´WTVIWIRXTE]
[EWEFPIXSHMVIGXLIVXSXLITPERX
children, she had to give up drafting at
I\GIIHIHLMW
This time she gave her real age, now
4VEXXERH;LMXRI]XLIFIWXNSFWLI´H
'SRRIGXMGYXHMHRSXVIUYMVI[SVO
3RIHE]E4VEXX ;LMXRI]I\IGYXMZI IZIVLEH
TIVQMXWJSV]IEVSPHWFYXXLI]
GEQIXSXEPOXS0SVE3RLIV

Update your skills in a secure job industry
The last several years have
seen a series of economic
YTWERHHS[RW1EREKMRK
careers amid such instability has been challenging
for many individuals, but
professionals looking for
more security can take steps
XS½RHGEVIIVWXLEXTVSQMWI
QSVIPSRKXIVQWXEFMPMX]
'IVXEMRMRHYWXVMIWLEZI
better long-term employment outlooks than others,
and men and women looking for more stability should
consider these industries
when pondering their next
GEVIIVQSZIW
Accounting
Thanks to ever-changing
½RERGMEPTSPMGMIWERHKVIEXIV
scrutiny placed on lending
practices and bookkeeping,
accounting jobs remain
WSPMHGEVIIVGLSMGIW.SFW
in accounting can range
from entry-level to more
advanced (and more lucrative) positions requiring

GIVXM½GEXMSRSVEWIGSRHEV]
IHYGEXMSR
Medicine
*MRERGMEPLIEPXLHSIWRSX
safeguard people against
illness, and health services
are needed regardless of the
WXEXISJXLIIGSRSQ]8LEX
makes medical careers some
of the most coveted and
WXEFPIEVSYRH,IEPXLGEVI
professions can be lucrative,
and careers in medicine are
not restricted to doctors or
RYVWIW'PMRMGMERWQIHMGEP
imaging personnel and
medical laboratory techniGMERWEPWSEVIRIIHIH8LI
United States Department
of Labor lists services for
the elderly and persons with
disabilities, home healthcare
services and other health
practitioner positions among
the fastest-growing career
STTSVXYRMXMIW
Computer Systems
'SQTYXIVW]WXIQWEREP]WXW

and programming experts
EVILMKLP]GSZIXIHMRXSHE]´W
HMKMXEP[SVPH1ER]GSQTER]
operations are completely overseen by relatively
autonomous computer sysXIQW%WXIGLRSPSK]OIITW
changing, employees who
are able to stay abreast of
the changes will only grow
QSVIZEPYEFPI
Builders
;MXLQSVIQSRI]MRNIGXIH
into the economy, homes
and businesses can once
EKEMRVIWYQIKVS[XL0EFSVers with skills in construction, masonry and residential
building, and structure
contractors can count on
WXIEH]IQTPS]QIRX
Environment
'PIERIRIVK]ERHSXLIV
environmental jobs may
currently make up a small
percentage of employment, but reports from the
&YVIEYSJ0EFSV7XEXMWXMGW

indicate jobs in this sector
are growing much faster
XLERSXLIV½IPHWMRGPYHMRK
LIEPXLGEVI;SVOIVWVIEH]
to get in on the ground level
QE]FIRI½XJVSQSTTSVXYnities for advancement and
the stability of working in
E½IPHXLEX½KYVIWXSKVS[
considerably over the next
WIZIVEPHIGEHIW+VIIRNSFW
include work that is primarily involved in the production
of green goods and services,
such as renewable energy,
pollution reduction and reG]GPMRK+VIIRNSFWEPWSEVI
those that involve education
and training related to enviVSRQIRXEPGSQTPMERGI
Entering the job market
JSVXLI½VWXXMQISVVIIRtering it with a new career
HMVIGXMSRGERFIMRXMQMHEXMRK
*SGYWMRKIHYGEXMSRERHWOMPPW
on careers that are proven
winners can be the secuVMX]ERHGSR½HIRGIFSSWX
TVSJIWWMSREPWRIIH
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An Election Day to Remember
by Jack Gordon
Road. Look at that car just pulled into
the parking lot. I’ll be dammed … only
wet, no snow on it! I know that man,
big politician from down to Schoharie. I
heard it before, he ‘s gonna say, “Board
of Supervisors is awful close, they need
that seat from Broome bad and they
will pay cash money to get it … “
I tell him even money ain’t gonna get
them back road Republicans to the
polls today. He just jumps in his car and
LIEHWFEGOXSXLI¾EXZEPPI][LIVIMXMW
just rain, the windshield wipers pushing
off the freshly fallen snow. Nearly two
o’clock, milk truck come down off
Kelsey Hill, only half a load of milk cans.

Look at them clouds thickening to the
southwest. I seen it a hundred times
before, big northeaster coming up just
rain off the coast. Anyway, temperature
is up in the forties, no trouble with
roads plugged with snow, everybody
can get to the town barn to vote ok.
Well, not to worry, FDR and Harry
Truman ain’t runnin’, just road superintendent and town supervisor. Taxpayers
want to make sure they get the right
man promise to shale their road and
keep their taxes down. I guess by now
PSGEPTSPMXMGMERWEVIKPEHXSFI½RMWLIH
giving away candy bars to the women
ERHOMHW½ZIGIRXGMKEVWXSXLIQIR
See you at the poles tomorrow morning at six am.
Oh my God, looks like sleet and snow
been hitting the window glass all night,
melting, then running down the pane
as water. Just getting light enough to

see, must be a foot of snow on the
hood of the car and still coming down
hard! How the hell am I and the other
poll watchers gonna get down to the
town barn? Thank God, there goes the
snow plow out on the state road. One
thig for sure, lotta good republicans live
on them back roads ain’t gonna vote
this election day.
What the heck? Dog! Git out from
under my feet! Guess he has more
sense than most humans. Stays inside
sleepin’, warm and dry in the town
polling place. Look at that voting roll
only the highway men and the poll
watchers got through the snow to vote
so far this second Tuesday of November morning.
Goin on nine o’clock and only a handful of cars have made it out to vote so
far. They say even a Jeep got hung up
on a snowbank out on the Keyserkill

There goes the phone, the little
snowplow run off the road and is in
the ditch up on Gates Hill, snow is over
two feet deep and ain’t nuthin’ movin’.
Dam, the phone went dead… All them
back road voters are snowed in for
sure.
Goin’ on four o’clock, startin’ to get
dark already and the polls are open till
ten tonight. Can’t believe it, snow is letting up and the clouds are lifting to the
northwest. No wind, nothing moving.
I never seen anything laying so quiet,
white, and clean as under the heavy
fresh blanket of two feet of snow. Not
even a car or truck motor moving on
the state highway, not a breath of air
stirring.
For sure, it ain’t gonna take long to
count those ballots tonight, ain’t gonna’
be a crowd hangin’ around to see if
their uncle got in, see if they’re gonna
get their road shaled for the next two
years. One thing for sure, this is one
election year to remember. 

Election Day
8LI½VWXWXITXSTVITEVIJSV)PIGXMSR(E]MWXSGSR½VQ]SYVIPMKMFMPMX]%KIPIKEPVIWMHIRG]ERHGMXM^IRWLMTWXEXYWEVINYWXE
JI[SJXLIJEGXSVWXLEXQE]EJJIGX]SYVIPMKMFMPMX]XSZSXI'SYRX]GPIVOWQYRMGMTEPSJ½GIWEW[IPPEWXLI(MZMWMSRSJ1SXSV
Vehicles should have voter registration forms, and additional information is available online.
:SXIVVIKMWXVEXMSRQE]LEZIXSFI½PIHWIZIVEP[IIOWXSEQSRXLMREHZERGISJ)PIGXMSR(E]MRSVHIVJSV]SYXSFIIPMKMFPI
In the United States, when voter eligibility is in question at the time of an election, a person typically may cast a provisional
vote, which will then be considered after other ballots are counted.
3RGI]SYVIPMKMFMPMX]LEWFIIRZIVM½IHMXMWMQTSVXERXXSORS[XLIHEXIWSJOI]IPIGXMSRW0SGEPRI[WTETIVWSJXIRTVMRX
schedules and this information can be found online as well. Various local and federal elections occur each year, and November is when national elections take place in the United States.
Before voting, voters should research the respective candidates for each election. To better understand candidates’ platJSVQWZMWMXXLIMV[IFWMXIWEW[IPPEWXLSWISJRSRTEVXMWERTSPMXMGEPSVKERM^EXMSRWWYGLEW8LI0IEKYISJ;SQIR:SXIVW
Deciding who to vote for requires more than just siding with a particular political party. Read as much as you can on the
candidates’ beliefs, concerns and voter history. This will help you make the best decision possible.
-RXLIHE]WPIEHMRKYTXS)PIGXMSR(E]GSR½VQ]SYVTSPPMRKPSGEXMSRERHZSXMRKSTXMSRW97%KSZEHZMWIWXLEXMJ]SYRIIH
WTIGMEPEWWMWXERGIGSRXEGX]SYVPSGEPIPIGXMSRWSJ½GIJSVMRJSVQEXMSREHZMGIERHIHYGEXMSREPQEXIVMEPWEFSYXZSXMRKIUYMTment and details on access to the polling place, including designated parking.
Understand that voter intimidation is illegal. Never feel obligated to vote for one candidate because you felt bullied into
doing so. Your vote should remain private unless you want to share your choice with others.
Keep in mind that, in addition to voting for candidates, you may asked to answer additional questions about issues impacting your local community. These are called ballot measures. A voter guide also may include information about certain issues
that will require your vote.
)PIGXMSRWEVIYTSRYWERHTVITEVMRKRS[GERLIPTZSXIVWQEOIIHYGEXIHERHWSYRHGLSMGIWEXXLITSPPW
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Our Cover
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Linda Hale
– Life Painter

in many art forms, painting
being only one.
Her resilience can be seen
in the way she transforms
tragedy into hope by putting
paint to canvas. After 9/11,
overwhelmed with fear
and sadness; sensitive to
the hurt and uncertainty
of others, Linda created an
introspective painting as a
tribute to the dead, and a
panacea for the suffering.
The painting depicts a small
girl holding the earth in the
palms of her hands and is

desire this type of pictorial
storytelling. They line walls
[MXLVMZIVWSJFPYIWUYMKKPIW
WUYEVILSYWIW[MXLWLEVT
roofs; often minimal and
abstract, without an inkling
of self doubt. It is simply
another way of talking.
Linda Hale is comfortable
with her art and she loves
what she does. Although
it’s sometimes hard for
her to make time she is an
encouraging teacher with
an almost therapeutic ability
to unearth her student’s
hidden abilities. She teaches

Linda Hale, owner/artist at her new gallery LFH Gallery
located in Frankfort. A gracious hostess, all are welcome to
visit.
by Lisa Lauritsen
Local celebrity artist, Linda
Hale welcomes you to
her new personal place of
“peace and happiness” just
outside of Frankfort, New
York. Her gallery, simply
initialed LFH, opened to
the public this month.
Guests are asked to make
appointments in advance,
in part because the gallery
doubles as her studio, where
she prefers to work in
private, and because she’s
also a fantastic hostess
who loves visiting nearly
as much as creating. There
is no entry cost and no
obligation to buy, yet both
original pieces and prints are
sold at affordable prices. All
are matted and some are
framed.
Her open house was a
huge hit with guests spilling
into the different rooms
to lounge, visit and enjoy
the many pieces displayed.
Some had traveled from
hours away to meet with
Linda and other collectors
to dine on aperitifs made
with produce from the local
Holland Farms. Many stayed
the afternoon. Several
restaurant owners and bank

SJ½GMEPW[IVIMREXXIRHERGI
and bought paintings for
their private collections and
for sale in their place of
business. Chances are you’re
going to see a lot more of
her work throughout the
community.
Ms. Hale is a delight and
her conversation is as
colorful as her art. She is a
world traveler who settled
here with her husband Phil
after years of wanderlust.
Her paintings bear witness
to some of her favorite
places, among them the
landscapes and people of
Ireland, France, Alaska, and
the United States. She’s a
GSR½HIRX[SQERUYMGO
to laugh, and share the
stories behind her paintings.
Beyond the realism of
people and places, seasonal
colors, and things of this
world, she seems also to
LEZIEREJ½RMX]JSVEFWXVEGX
XIGLRMUYIERHWYFNIGX
matter. Blue angels and
whimsical brush strokes
create a feeling of light
hearted introspection.
There is very little sadness
here. She seems to be a
person who chooses to see
the good in the world and
express that vision outward

“Solitude Sits by the Window”, a painting by Linda which
transformed the tragedy of 9/11 into an introspective painting as a tribute to the dead, and a panacea for the suffering.
called “Solitude Sits by the
Window”. Unfortunately
this particular piece is no
longer available in print
and the original was sent
to President Bush, who
accepted it with honor and
sent thanks to Linda by way
of a proclamation letter only
months after it had been
sent to him. Trauma can be
too complex at times to
articulate, but many have
expressed some relief at
having spent time among
these wordless but telling
pieces.
I was reminded while
ZMWMXMRK0MRHESJSYVYRMUYIP]
human need for art. I’ve
never met a child that didn’t
love to color with paints or
crayon. The world is their
canvas, often at their parent’s
dismay. Every child seems to

children and adults privately
in her Frankfort gallery. This
space to her is imbued with
creativity as it is her home
away from home nearly 9
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Many of Linda’s pieces have won prizes at county fairs and other art contests.

hours a day most days
of the week while she
paints. She stands before
her canvas the entire
time offering gratitude
to her life’s many great
blessings, namely the
silent expression paint
has offered her since
childhood. Also, the tireless
support of her husband
who gifted her the space
to make another one of
her dreams a reality.

Linda Hale can be
commissioned to paint
portraits of people or
animals, places and abstract
pieces. She works mostly in
oil and on a twenty-four by
thirty scale. She has won
acclaim at a number of
county fairs and boasts an
extensive resume of public
and private gallery shows.
Currently her work can
be seen and purchased at
the Ithaca airport where it
LEWFIIRETSTYPEV½\XYVI

and throughout the Key
Banks of Canastota, NY.
Commissioned paintings
typically take a few months
XS½RMWLERHXLIVIMWSJXIR
a waiting list.
While sitting with Linda
there was a moment
where she realized she
was sitting down and

LFH Gallery is filled with the beautiful art work created by Linda Hale. A visit is truly a refreshing experience.

smiled with a sigh, “Well,
this will give me a little
time to unwind”, and I felt
the same. The space she’s
made is welcoming and
comfortable. The binding
nature of art where an
inner world is somehow
made apparent between
human beings can be a
refreshing past time and

unlike a museum this space
has a feeling of home.
For many of us a break
from cell phones and
computer screens is just
the remedy we need to
feel rejuvenated and more
creative ourselves, which is
exactly what Linda strives
to provide in her gallery;
genuine human connection;

a place where we can
think deeply, and feel a
sense of profound joy. Art
is her healing medium to
connect and nurture. Call
Linda for an appointment
to visit her private gallery,
commission her work or
arrange lessons at (315)
416-3383. 

Artisans Corner
by Al Dorantes
In the historic village of
Clinton, at 1 College Street,
]SY[MPP½RH%VXMWERW´
Corner. Just off the village
green, the 3,000 square foot
shop offers “art from the
heart of CNY.” The artist’s
store is chock full of one of
a kind gifts.
Owners Linda and
Joe McHarris have
approximately 30 artists in
the former McHarris Gift
shop building. It is still a gift
shop but now with local
artists providing the wares
with affordable, one of a
kind art. The store offers

jewelry, pottery, woodwork,
stained glass, pen and ink
drawings, photography,
water color and oil paintings,
hand loomed scarves,
outdoor hypertufa, and
more.
Linda McHarris said,
“My art is setting up this
place.” Linda organizes
and manages the day-today operations at Artisans’
Corner. Her efforts include
all the normal workings
of running a business like
billing and receiving as well
as making sure the shop is
staffed. The shop is run by
XLIEVXMWXW[LSWI[SVO½PPW
the store. Each artist works

1 day per month performing
the retail chores.
Artisans’ Corner’s artists
are jurried. A 7 artist
committee ensures that
the quality of the crafts
displayed and sold in the
shop is up to snuff. Quality
is paramount. Protecting
that quality leads artists
to want to protect each
other; it builds a community.
Another aspect of Artisans’
Corner is variety. There are
a variety of mediums and
products. Linda McHarris
explained that they need
enough product to impress.
“We want to be a gallery
store for artists to sell their

wares.” She said.
Artisans’ Corner has an
anniversary coming up.
They opened in November
of 2010 and the day after
Clinton’s Shopper’s Stroll
will see them start their
6th year. Artisans’ Corner’s
consistency and hard work
has resulted in 85% of artists
since day 1 still being with
them today.
%VXMWMERW´'SVRIVMW½PPIH
with unique items; from bird
baths to Scherenschnitte,
the art of scissor cutting
designs from paper, to
candles and soaps. Artisans’
Corner is like a department
store full of art. For more
information follow them on
Facebook: Artisans’ Corner
of Clinton, NY 
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La Vie Boheme Jewelry
- a bohemian life
They ordered one necklace
which Alice produced. It
took her 2 days to make.
Shortly thereafter they
placed an order for 18
necklaces which was the
maximum based on Alice’s
production capabilities.
Next came an order for
35 pairs of earrings. Alice
has made more prototypes
for Free People and is just
waiting for the orders to

Artist, Alice Butonoi, captures her true spirit in her jewelry line. “La Vie
Boheme”; a bohemian life. It is avant-garde; free spirited. It is Alice!
by Al Dorantes
La Vie Boheme Jewelry
is tucked away in a quiet
neighborhood in Clinton,
New York. Owner, designer,
and jewelry maker Alice
Butonoi creates beautiful
jewelry inspired by the
free spirited lifestyle, La Vie
Boheme, a bohemian life.
Alice’s artistic journey
started in Romania, where
she was born. Alice is
architect by degree. She
studied in a 6 year program
in Romania, which is very
different training from here
in the USA. 23 years ago
Alice and her husband
moved from Romania to
Denver, Colorado, then to
'SRRIGXMGYXFIJSVI½REPP]
landing In Clinton.

creating presentation
boards, renderings, visual
boards, anything that had
to be done by hand. She
learned graphic design for
their newly formed in-house
graphic design department.
Illustration is a hard and
GSQTIXMXMZI½IPH%PMGI´W
goal was to work for a
graphic design or ad agency.
She went to work for Miles
Advertising where she
applied for and became the
art director for Miles brand,
a niche of developers and
builders in the Midwest
focusing on high end
master plan developments/
communities. This combined
her architect and design
skills. When she moved to
Connecticut she continued
to work from home as their
art director. When Alice’s

Alice uses techniques inspired by the woven friendship bracelet craze of
a few years ago. She now creates wearable pieces of art that make an
instant statement and are available globally.
alive.” She started replacing
string and yarn with metal
and chain, began designing
about 4 years ago, and La
Vie Boheme Jewelry was
born.
Alice explained that
graphic design helped her
develop the La Vie Boheme

done with metal. Her target
audience is ageless
=SYGER½RHLa Vie
Boheme Jewelry at Free
People. Free People is
an American bohemian
apparel and lifestyle retail
company that sells women’s
clothing, accessories, shoes,

By using elements that aren’t usually associated together, Alice creates
unique statement pieces with a personality all of their own. Stunning.

Alice uses techniques inspired by the woven friendship bracelet craze of
a few years ago. She now creates wearable pieces of art that make an
instant statement and are available globally.
%PMGIWXYHMIH½RIEVX
illustration program, at
Rocky Mountain College of
Art and Design from 19951997 in Denver. She had
to go to work and found
LIV½VWXNSFEWEVGLMXIGXEX
DTJ in Boulder Colorado.
Alice worked for 4.5 years

daughter, May, was born they
moved to Clinton, NY.
Years later Alice started
making friendship bracelets
for her daughter and she
became obsessed. Alice
said, “I always had a love for
jewelry. With the friendship
bracelets that love came

Jewelry brand. She is brand
conscious. “It’s like the
jewelry has a personality.”
La Vie Boheme means a
bohemian life. It is avantgarde; free spirited.
Alice combines elements
that are unassociated. She
puts things that might not
normally be together and
she combines them to
create something new. Her
techniques include weaving,
knitting, and crocheting but

intimates, and swim wear.
They are headquartered in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Free People is a part of
9VFER3YX½XXIVW-RG8LI
brand is distributed globally
via direct channels, including
www.freepeople.com as
well as specialty clothing
boutiques, top department
stores, and the brand’s free
standing retail locations in
the U.S., Canada and Japan.
Free People found Alice.

come across the transom.
Alice’s La Vie Boheme
Jewelry is hard to reproduce
and is available in limited
editions. Her one of a
kind jewelry are like pieces
of wearable art. For
more information follow
Alice on Facebook: La
Vie Boheme Jewelry or
check out her Instagram:
laviebohemejewelry 
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Christopher Rice
- CNY Glass & Metal Works
by Al Dorantes
Up north in the wilds of Boonville at 12840 State Route
12, Boonville, 2I[=SVO]SY[MPP½RH'2=+PEWWERH
1IXEP;SVOW-REWQEPPIJ½GMIRXJSSXF]JSSXWLST
'LVMWXSTLIV6MGIYWIWXVMIHERHXVYIQIXLSHWEPSRK[MXL
GYXXMRKIHKIXIGLRSPSK]XSGVIEXISVREQIRXEPFPEGOWQMXLMRK
EW[IPPEWQSHIVR[IPHMRKERHJEFVMGEXMSR
'LVMWXSTLIV6MGIWXEVXIHLMWEVXMWXMGGEVIIVMR.ERYEV]SJ
[LIRLISTIRIH'2=+PEWW7XYHMS'LVMWGVIEXIH
FPS[RKPEWWTMIGIWERHJSGYWIHSRXLIEVXSJGSRXIQTSVEV]
QEVFPIW8LIWIWQEPPGSPPIGXMFPIWSRISJEkind[MXLMRXVMGEXI
WYVJEGIERHMRXIVREPHIWMKRWEVIEHIPMKLXXSFIWIIR)EGL
QEVFPIMWEWYRMUYIEWEWRS[¾EOI

Artist, Chris Rice, likes
to use nature’s beauty
and infuses it in to
many of his unique
pieces. Each pine cone
he fabricates takes
over 90 minutes to
create. Looking at this
incredible detail. We
can see why!

-REJXIVXLIIGSRSQ]XEROIH'LVMWXSTLIVHIGMHIH

Intricate, one of a kind pieces for your home. Any fireplace would
welcome an entry way this beautiful.
XLEXMWKSMRKXSWXERHSYXERHFIHMJJIVIRXXLIR-´QXLIKY]
XSWII²

Massive, beautiful and more than just a light source. This chandelier is
truly a focal point.
XSKSFEGOXSGSPPIKIEX1:''MR9XMGE2=XSFIGSQIE
GIVXM½IH[IPHIV8LIMV[IPHMRKTVSKVEQMRXVSHYGIHLMQXS
ZEVMSYW[IPHMRKXIGLRMUYIW,MW½VWXGLERGIXSLEQQIV
ETMIGISJLSXMVSRSRERERZMP[EW[LIRLIVIEPM^IHXLEX

8LISXLIVWMHISJXLIGSMRJSV'LVMWXSTLIV6MGIMWKIRIVEP
JEFVMGEXMSR,IGER[IPHEPYQMRYQWXEMRPIWWWXIIPERHWXIIP
YWMRKQMKXMKSVWXMGO[IPHMRKXIGLRMUYIWXSQIIX]SYV
WTIGM½GEXMSRW'LVMWXSTLIVWEMH±3VREQIRXEPFPEGOWQMXLMRK
MW[LEX-IRNS]XLIQSWXFYXGER´XXYVRHS[R[SVO²[LMGL
MW[L]LI[MPPXVEZIPXSER][LIVIMR'IRXVEP2I[=SVOXS
JEFVMGEXISVMRWXEPPLMWGVIEXMSRW

Heat + Muscle + Ingenuity=
Christopher Rice Art!
8LIGSQMRKQSRXLW[MPPWII'LVMWXSTLIV6MGI´WVIXYVRXS
KPEWW[SVO,ILEWXIEWIHXLIKPEWW[SVOSRLMW*EGIFSSO
TEKI[MXLTMGXYVIWSJMRXVMGEXI¾SVEPQEVFPIWERHQSVI
'LVMWXSTLIVGERQEOIFVERGLIWERHEGSVRWKVS[SR
]SYVVEMPMRKW%HHETMIGISJREXYVIMRWTMVIHQIXEP[SVO
XS]SYVLSQI*SVQSVIMRJSVQEXMSRKSXS[[[
GVMGIQIXEP[SV\GSQSVJSPPS[LMQSR*EGIFSSO'2=
+PEWW 1IXEP[SV\

Functional beauty. Twigs adorn this rail system. If you are looking for
that unique statement in your home, office or vacation home, Chris is
the man for the job. If you can imagine it, Chris can create it.
LMWHVIEQSJFIMRKEJYPPXMQIEVXMWXGSYPHGSRXMRYI3RGI
LMWGIVXM½GEXMSRW[IVIIEVRIHERHXLIGSYVWIGSQTPIXIH
LIFYMPXEWQEPPJSVKIKEXLIVIHYTWSQIXSSPWERHWXEVXIH
FPEGOWQMXLMRK
'LVMWXSTLIV´WSVREQIRXEPQIXEP[SVOMRGPYHIWVEMPMRKW
KEXIW½VITPEGIHSSVWPMKLXMRKERHGLERHIPMIVWERH½VITMXW
XLITSWWMFMPMXMIWEVIIRHPIWW,MW[SVOMWMRJYWIH[MXLEWIRWI
SJREXYVIMRGSVTSVEXMRKPIEZIWFSYKLWERHTMRIGSRIW)EGL
TMRIGSRIMWQEHIJVSQMRHMZMHYEPP]JSVKIH±TIXEPW²[LMGL
are hammered and textured one at a time and then welded
MRTPEGI3RITMRIGSRIXEOIWSZIVSRIERHELEPJLSYVWSJ
XMQIERHPEFSV
'LVMWXSTLIVEHQMXXIHXLEXWSQISJLMWXIGLRMUYIWEVI
WIPJXEYKLX,II\TPEMRIHXLEXLIXEOIWLIEXQYWGPI
MRKIRYMX]!EVX'LVMWXSTLIVWEMH±-J]SY[ERXWSQIXLMRK
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Clare Rieben
- painted glass

Clare Rieben, artist.
No stencils for this
artist, she free hands
all of her designs.

ELSYVHV]XMQIFIJSVIQSZMRKXSELIEXWIXXMRK[LMGL
FSRHWXLITEMRXTIVQERIRXP]XSXLIKPEWW0EWXP]XLI½RMWLIH
TMIGIWEVIVIEH]XSWIPP

Designs for all seasons
and all reasons. Have
an idea? Let Clare
bring it to life for you
or someone special on
your holiday gift list.

by Al Dorantes
On the wall in Artisans’ Corner in Clinton, New York is an
IRXMVIWIGXMSR½PPIH[MXLTEMRXIHKPEWW[EVI;MRIKPEWWIW
EHSVRIH[MXLWYR¾S[IVWERHXYQFPIVW[MXLPIQSRWERH
PMQIWXLEXWIIQXSHERGIQMWGLMIZSYWP]8LMWMWXLI[SVOSJ
'PEVI6MIFIRPSGEPEVXMWX[LSLEWJSYRHERMGLITEMRXMRKSR
KPEWW[EVI
'PEVI6MIFIRWXEVXIHTEMRXMRKSRHYQTWXIVHMZIHJYVRMXYVI
7LIMWWIPJXEYKLXERHLEWIZSPZIHXSTEMRXMRKSRKPEWWERH
WXIQ[EVI7YR¾S[IVWGEVHMREPWERHTMRIWXVIIWEVIEPP
XLIQIWMRLIV[SVO6MIFIRI\TPEMRIHXLEXTEMRXMRKSRKPEWW
XEOIWEPSXSJPE]IVW7LIWEMH±-XXEOIWEPSXSJXMQIXSKIX

;IIOIRHWEVIWXYHMSXMQIJSV'PEVI7LIPMOIWXSTVSHYGI
YWEFPIEVXERH[SYPHPMOIXSHSQSVI[MXLJYVRMXYVI[LMGL
MW[LIVIWLIWXEVXIH3RISJLIVRI[IVMXIQWMWPMKLXIH
FSXXPIW8LIFSXXPIWEVIEHSVRIH[MXLSYXHSSVWGIRIWERHPMX
JVSQ[MXLMR'PEVIEPWSQEOIWSVREQIRXWEX'LVMWXQEWXMQI
ERH[MPPWSSRSJJIVTIXTSVXVEMXWSRWXIQ[EVI
'PEVIWEMHXLEXTEMRXMRKMWEKSSHSYXPIXJSVLIVEVXMWXMGWMHI
ERH±-TEMRX[MXLVIGOPIWWEFERHSR²

XLIIJJIGX-[ERX²
'PEVIJYVXLIVI\TPEMRIHLIVTVSGIWW-XWXEVXW[MXLEHIWMKR
3RGIXLIHIWMKRMWHIXIVQMRIHXLITEMRXKSIWSRXLIKPEWW
'PEVIHSIWRSXYWIWXIRGMPW%PPHIWMKRWEVITEMRXIHJVII
LERH3RGIXLITEMRXMWETTPMIHXLIKPEWW[EVIGYVIW[MXL

Kissing Dog Designs
by Al Dorantes

/MWWMRK(SK(IWMKRWEGGSVHMRKXS
0MWE3VMWXMERMWEPPSZIVXLIQET7LI
I\TPEMRIHXLEXQSQIRXEV]SFWIWWMSRW
WIM^ILIVEXXIRXMSRERHJVSQXLSWI
WRMTTIXWSJXMQI0MWEFYMPHWPMQMXIH
IHMXMSRGSPPIGXMSRW0MWELEWGVIEXIH
EWIVMIWSJ0YGMXIKYMXEVWE±[MPH[MPH
[IWX²WIVMIWMRGPYHMRKFSPSXMIWE
GIPIWXMEPWIVMIWJIEXYVMRKXLIQSSR
WXEVWERHWYRERHQSVI

0MWE3VMWXMERLEWFIIRQEOMRKNI[IPV]
SJWSQIOMRHSVERSXLIVJSV]IEVW
-XFIKER[MXLFIEHW-RXLIWYQQIVSJ
LIVLYWFERH[VMXIV(EZMH,SPPMW
FSYKLXLIVXLIKMJXSJEGPEWW±FIKMRRMRK
NI[IPV]²-X[EWXLIKMJXXLEXGLERKIH
LIVPMJI7LIXSSOGPEWWSVXMQIW
[MXLMRWXVYGXSV'LVMW-VMGO

0MWEWEMH±-X´WRSXEFSYXXLIGSWXSJ
QEXIVMEPWMX´WYWYEPP]XLIXMQIERH
IRIVK]²
Kissing Dog mixed media- acrylic- sterling
silver- amodized aluminum & gold.
7LIEPWS[SVOW[MXL0YGMXI

,IVTVSGIWWFIKMRW[MXLEHIWMKR
ERHEJXIVGYXXMRKXLIRIGIWWEV]QIXEP
WLI[MPPPE]IVXLIQIXEPSV0YGMXI8LI
0MWE3VMWXMERWEMHXLEXWLIJEFVMGEXIW
FYMPHWLIVNI[IPV]7LIKIRIVEPP][SVOW HMJJIVIRXPE]IVWEVIGSPHGSRRIGXIH
[MXLEKEYKIWLIIXSJIMXLIVWXIVPMRK VMZIXIH XSKIXLIV7LIEPWSYWIWER
WMPZIVKSPHFMQIXEP EREPPS][MXLKSPH EGIX]PIRIERHEQFMIRXEMVXSVGLEW[IPP
EWSXLIVXSSPWPMOIENI[IPIV´WWE[½PIW
SRSRIWMHIERHWMPZIVSRXLISXLIV 

'PEVIWEMH±-J]SYWXERHWXMPPPSRKIRSYKLEVSYRHQI]SY´PP
IRHYT[MXLWSQIXLMRKTEMRXIHSR]SY²,IVTEMRXIH
WXIQ[EVI[MPPEHHPMJIXSIZIRXLIQSWXQYRHERIXEWO*SV
QSVIMRJSVQEXMSRJSPPS[LIVSR*EGIFSSO'PEVI6MIFIR 

The Mohawk Homestead
ERHSXLIVLERHXSSPWXSQEOIOMWWMRK
HSKHIWMKRWIEVVMRKWFIPXFYGOPIW
FIEHWWYKEVWOYPPW QEHISJQIXEP ERH
QSVI

-REWXYHMSMRXLIXMR]LEQPIXSJ
,YFFEVHWZMPPI2I[=SVO0MWE3VMWXMER
HIWMKRWERHQEOIWFIEYXMJYPNI[IPV]
JVSQQIXEP0YGMXIERHQSVI7LI
[SVOWERHWIPPWLIVNI[IPV]EW/MWWMRK
(SK(IWMKRW

3VMWXMERI\TPEMRIHXLEXLIVWMKREXYVI
TMIGIWEVIQIXEPLSPPS[FIEHW8LI
LSPPS[FIEHWLERHQEHIERHXI\XYVIH
WXIVPMRKWMPZIVERH/KSPHEVIYWIHMR
ZEVMSYWNI[IPV]TMIGIW8LIFIEHWGER
EPWSFIQEHI[MXLLSPIWPEVKIIRSYKL
XS½X4ERHSVETMIGIW&IEHWGERFI
WSPHMRHMZMHYEPP]EW[IPPEWMR½RMWLIH
NI[IPV]

'PEVII\TPEMRIHXLEXWYR¾S[IVWPEH]FYKWERHPSSRWEVI
LIVFIWXWIPPIVW7LI[MPPXEOIGYWXSQSVHIVWJSV[IHHMRKW
WLS[IVWERHQSVI'PEVI[MPPQSRSKVEQKPEWWIWSVEHH
]SYVQSRSKVEQXSWXIQ[EVI7LII\TPEMRIHXLEXWLILEW
HSRIPMOIRIWWIWSJHVIWWIWERHIRNS]WTEMRXMRK±JYRO]WXYJJ²
'PEVIEHHIH±-XV]XSWIPPMRTEMVW;LS[ERXWXSHVMRO
EPSRI#²

0MWE3VMWXMERHSIWRSXHSGVEJXWLS[W
/MWWMRK(SK(IWMKRWEVIEZEMPEFPI
ERHWSPHQEMRP]XLVSYKLKEPPIVMIW
SVXLVSYKLXLIMVSRPMRITPEXJSVQW
3VMWXMERI\TPEMRIHXLEXWLIPMOIWXS
TYXSRLSQITEVXMIWXSWLS[ERHWIPP
LIVNI[IPV]ERH[SYPHIRNS]XLVS[MRK
ETEVX]JSV]SY/MWWMRK(SK(IWMKRW´
NI[IPV]MWEZEMPEFPISR)XW]ERHMRXLI
JSPPS[MRKKEPPIVMIW1YRWSR;MPPMEQW
1YWIYQ7LST:MPPEKI'VSWWMRKMR
'PMRXSR3RIMHE'SQQYRMX]1ERWMSR

62 E. Main Street, Mohawk, NY 13407
Providing quality care for over 120 years

Enjoy the home-like comfort and dedicated staff
at our small and beautiful Adult Care Facility.

• Quaint, clean and comfortable private & semi-private
rooms (currently available)
• Temporary (respite) and long-term care in a positive
family atmosphere
• 24 Hour supervision by medical professionals
• Case management to help with Medicaid, Medicare and
VA benefits
• Delicious home-cooked meals
• Onsite unisex salon with perms, cuts & color
• Stimulating and creative activity programs
• Dedicated Skype laptop to stay in touch with friends &
family
“Where your family becomes a member of ours.”

www.mohawkhomestead.org

315-866-1841
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4 Elements
- the art of teaching art
by Al Dorantes

Painting is easy when you don’t
NQRZKRZEXWYHU\GLI¿FXOWZKHQ
you do. ~Edgar Degas

Pennsylvania there were stops in Amherst,
Massachusetts and San Diego, California
FIJSVI½REPP]PERHMRKMR9XMGEMR
When discussing his travels and tribulations
Vartan said, “Art shouldn’t come from a
cushiony place; there should be a struggle.”

from a life model.
Vartan has been pleasantly surprised with
the reception Utica and the area has given 4
Elements. “It’s like people were waiting for
something like this.”
Whether you are a child just starting
out, an intermediate artist, or experienced
master, 4 Elements and Vartan Poghosian
are the element to add in order to advance
your art to the next level. For more

Vartan explained, “Every place I went I
found a studio to work at.”
Vartan works with ceramics. He explained
that he sculpts and throws the clay on a
potting wheel. Sometimes he will combine
the 2 processes. “I’ll do anything with clay,”
Vartan said. “I push the clay as much as I
can.” Currently Vartan is fascinated with
glazes. He has been studying chemicals and
their effects on glazes. Vartan explained
XLEXXLIIPIQIRXW½VIEMV[EXIVIEVXLEVI
“perfectly balanced in clay.” An artist cannot
make ceramics without the 4 elements.

“It’s like people were waiting for
something like this.”

Vartan Poghosian, owner of 4 Elements Studio and
artist. His first love, “clay, anything with clay”.
4 Elements Studio is a place where art and
teaching come together. Located at 714
Washington Street (with an entrance from
Broadway) in Utica, New York 4 elements is
a place where artists can grow.
Owner Vartan Poghosian immigrated to
XLI9RMXIH7XEXIW]IEVWEKS,MW½VWX
stop was Maine where he was to attend a
clay workshop. After Maine he traveled to
Pennsylvania and Kutztown University. After

Vartan said, “I had a vision of this school
where artists come together, teach classes
and do my work.” The 4 Elements Studio
draws its name from the 4 components
RIGIWWEV]XSGVIEXIGIVEQMGW½VIEMV[EXIV
and earth. The studio boasts classroom
space, studio space, gallery, communal space,
and a library.
4 Elements opened their door in February,
ERHGPEWWIW½PPIHVETMHP])ZIV]GPEWW
in the September brochure is going strong.
Those classes include many clay classes,
WMPOTEMRXMRKERH½KYVIHVE[MRKEW[IPPEWE
number of classes for children. Wednesday
RMKLXWJVSQXSTQMW½KYVIWGYPTXMRK
8LI½KYVIWGYPTXMRKGSYVWI[MPPJSGYWSR
creating clay sculpture from observation

SJXLILYQER½KYVI7XYHIRXWLEZIXLI
opportunity to express their ideas of the
human landscape, learn the foundations
of anatomical gesture and form, and also
be given the opportunity to discuss their
work with the instructor and other class
members. Students will also be assisted
on the techniques to prepare their pieces
JSV½VMRK8LMWGPEWWMWSTIRXSEPPPIZIPWSJ
experience. Thursday nights, from 6 to
TQMW±HVSTMR²½KYVIHVE[MRK8LMW½KYVI
drawing class focuses on short poses and
gesture drawing with emphasis on form
through light and shadow. Participants draw

information go to: www.4elementsonline.
com or follow them on Facebook: 4
Elements Studio 

Kissing Dog continued
Evergreen Gallery in
Hamilton, and the National
Ornamental Metal Museum
in Memphis where they
JIEXYVI0MWE´WWIVMIWSJ¾]MRK
pigs.

“Jewelry making
is dirty, loud, and
sometimes bloody
but the end result is
beautiful.”
In 2004 Lisa Oristian
started teaching beginning
jewelry, the very class her
husband gifted her a few
years earlier. Classes cost
$375 and run 12 weeks
with 1 class per week for
3 hours per class. Classes
are open to the public and
museum members receive
a discount. In the class
students will learn the basics
of metalworking for jewelry.
They will learn about hand
tools, how to cut, form, and
XI\XYVIQIXEPWLS[XS½RMWL
and solder, how to make a
cabochon setting, how to

make a stone setting, how
to create bezel setting and
more.
Lisa Oristian said, “Jewelry
making is dirty, loud, and
sometimes bloody but the
end result is beautiful.” For

more information go to:
www.kissingdogdesigns.
carbonmade.com , follow
Lisa on Facebook: Kissing
Dog Designs or Etsy:
www.etsy.com/shop/
KissingDogDesigns 

Another beautiful piece by Kissing Dog Designs. Silver and Gold hollow
beads.
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Potato Harvest
young buddy came to help
sort. Little ones went into
several boxes. The larger
ones which were Yukon
Gold, went into other boxes.
I also planted Kennebec
but they didn’t do so well.
Many were scabby. I threw
the worse ones away. I also
grew russets. Many were
on the small side but at least
they are not scabby. Next
spring I intend to plant more
Yukon Gold and Russets. I
get good results with them.

by Anthony Bagnick
My potato crop this season
was not as good as last
year’s crop. I managed to
cultivate the garden only
once and was just able to
hill the potatoes right before
the heavy rains in early
July. Then when the sun
returned to many cloudless
days, the ground baked into
nature’s concrete. It was a
wonder the potatoes grew
in this concrete like soil, yet
the potatoes did manage
to grow. I have more little
potatoes than usual this
WIEWSRFYXXLEXMW½RI8LI]
taste just as good as the
larger ones.
I dig my potatoes this way.
I use the same hiller that
I used to hill the potatoes
last summer, but now I have
it mounted in a different
position on the tractor. I
have an angle iron bolted to
my tractor drawbar and the
hiller is bolted to this angle
iron. My tractor is an old
tricycle type tractor so the
tractor wheels go between
the rows. The hiller is bolted
to this angle iron which
extends to the right of the
drawbar so it digs the row
between the front wheels
and right rear wheel. When
-½RMWLHMKKMRKEVS[-QYWX
return to the beginning of
the rows to start the second
VS[FYX½VWX-QYWXKEXLIV
XLITSXEXSIWJVSQXLI½VWX
row I dug or otherwise the
tractor tires would make
mashed potatoes of the row
I just dug.
Gathering the potatoes
is the fun part, especially if
your back doesn’t like the
idea of bending over. I had

to compromise. I keep my
back as straight as possible
by getting down on my
knees in the dirt. In that
TSWMXMSR-WLYJ¾IEPSRK
reaching and collecting all
XLITSXEXSIW-GER½RH
The hiller not only digs the
potatoes loose, but it also
covers come of then with
soft dirt as it digs along. You
got to swish your hands
through the loose dirt to
½RHWSQISJXLIQ;LIR-
½RMWLKEXLIVMRKXLI½VWXVS[
I climb on my tractor to dig
out another row.
My young neighbor boy
came to help me. Bending
over is no problem for this
spry young lad. He keeps
teasing me. He said, “Do it
like this.” He just bends over
and plunks the potatoes into
a small pail I let him use. He
continued, “I don’t know if
you are praying or digging
potatoes. Why don’t you
get off your knees and bend
over like I do. You would get
done faster.”
I replied, “Wait young
fellow, your day is coming.
But I do envy your agility. I
was that way once, but I
guess nature caught up with
QI²;IGSRXMRYI½PPMRK
our pails and then dumping
them into a small trailer I
have hitched to another
tractor.
He asked, “What are those
things you have on your
knees?” I explained that
they are knee pads. I told
him that they protect my
knees from the damp cold
HMVX-½RHXLIQZIV]YWIJYP
I told this young fellow that
someday when he can’t
bend over he will use them

just like I am.
As we worked along
we got into several
conversations. He asked me
if he could borrow that old
hay rake that can make it
rain. I asked, “Why do you
want it now?”
He said, “This winter I
would like to make it snow
so I could get out of school.”
I asserted, “That is not a
good idea because you have
to make up any days you
lose because of a storm.
Isn’t it better to go every
day in the winter and get
out earlier in the spring
time? Besides, you have too
many vacations as it is.”
He replied, “Uncle Tony--he calls me Uncle Tony---you
are right but I want to see if
that old hay rake will make
it snow this winter if I lay it
upside down on the grass.
One snow day made by that
old rake would be fun.”
I spoke, “What? Our
schools have too many
snow days as it is now. Do
you know that when it
WRS[WXLVIIWRS[¾EOIW[E]
out in Montana, they start
letting schools out early
around here or call school
off for the day. What more
do you want?”
It is conversations like
this that makes the work
easier. We were soon on
ERSXLIVVS[;I½RMWLIH
four rows one day and the
last four rows the following
day. I left the potatoes in
the garage on the trailer.
On subsequent days when
I was “resting” I went into
the garage to sort the
potatoes. Sometimes my

As we picked potatoes on
the second day we got into
a conversation about the
extremely large potato I
grew one year. I explained
to my young helper that I
had to use the big tractor to
yank that potato out of the
ground. Of course he didn’t
believe me until I showed
him a picture of that large
potato chained to the tractor.
He started laughing, “Are
you sure that tractor can
handle that potato?”
I replied, “Of course. I
never saw a potato my
tractor couldn’t handle.”
;LIR[I½RMWLIHWSVXMRK
all the potatoes, I told my

young buddy to take some
potatoes home, and that I
will bring him a full box later.
He put some potatoes in a
plastic bag, and he started
down the driveway. He said,
“Uncle Tony, can we plant
potatoes next summer?”
I smiled at my young helper,
“Of course we will. I need
you to help me. You are a
great helper.”
He approached the end of

my driveway and said, “Do
you remember last spring
when I asked you how to
start the hoe? I knew it
didn’t have a motor. I was
just teasing you like you are
teasing me now about that
big potato.”
I gave him a wave and said
to myself, “He is a good lad.
The world could use more
boys like him.” 
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Holiday hosting how-to: Party pointers from three of Napa’s premier winemakers
(MS) — The holiday season
is about to hit full swing.
This special time of year
is synonymous with many
things, including gatherings
with family and friends.
Each year, holiday hosts
face the challenge of setting
their seasonal soirées apart
from all the other parties
guests attend between
Thanksgiving and New
Year’s Day. Such a challenge
is nothing three of Napa
Valley’s top winemakers ha-

ven’t faced before. Each year,
Chimney Rock Winery’s
Elizabeth Vianna, Markham
Vineyard’s Kimberlee Nicholls and Rutherford Hill’s
Marisa Taylor play host to
family and friends and each
have their own unique take
on holiday hosting.
Break free from
½VWXXMQINMXXIVW
It’s common to feel pressure when hosting a holiday
KIXXSKIXLIVJSVXLI½VWX

time. Many families have traditions that date back several decades, so being tasked
with carrying on those
traditions can sometimes be
daunting. But Taylor, a wine
country native and veteran
host, notes that honoring family traditions while
simultaneously creating a
festive and fun atmosphere
is nothing to be afraid of.
“People are sometimes
intimidated by holiday entertaining,” says Taylor, whose

Rutherford Hill Merlot has
long been a benchmark
for Napa Valley varietals.
“But the truth is, just a few
small touches can create an
ambiance that elevates the
whole experience. I think it
even makes the food and
wine taste better!”
Taylor incorporates family
history with her own unique
hosting touches by bringing
out vintage family photos
and heirlooms that guests
can pass around her stylishly
decorated dinner table.
0IXRI[XVEHMXMSRW
XEOIVSSX
Another way for hosts
to set their holiday parties
apart from the masses is to
try something new at the
dinner table. Each year, Vianna, who presides over the
production of the popular
Stags Leap District Cabernet
Sauvignons, hosts a special
kind of dinner for friends
who help her get through
the often exhausting harvest
season. Dubbed “Friendsgiving,” the celebration takes
place at the end of autumn
harvest season and includes
friends, family and colleagues
who contributed to another
successful harvest. Vianna
even encourages “Friendsgiving” guests to bring a
postcard from somewhere
around the world to use as
a dinner table place card.
This simple, yet creative idea
inspires interesting conversation at Vianna’s holiday table,
and hosts can incorporate
their own creative touches
to make their parties more
memorable and enjoyable.
For example, each year,
Nicholls, whose award-winning varietals at Markham
include Merlot, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Chardonnay and
Sauvignon Blanc, assembles
a graceful tablescape using
marble and wood serving

Graceful tablescapes add creative flair while inspiring conversation
around the holiday dinner table.
trays, vintage tablecloths and
a tiered cake stand to create
an elegant display guests
won’t soon forget.

anywhere else to go for
the holidays,” says Nicholls.
“Somehow there’s always
enough food.”

8LIQSVIXLIQIVVMIV
Family always make the
holiday dinner guest list, but
Nicholls notes that holiday
hosting is about opening our
homes to people, whether
those people share our last
names or not. Inviting some
fresh faces can stimulate engaging conversation and lift
the spirits of someone who
might not be able to make it
home for the holidays.

To enjoy a Napa Valley
holiday of your own, Chimney Rock, Markham and
Rutherford Hill wineries are
offering a chance for two
lucky winners to visit Napa
Valley complete with airfare,
lodging, behind-the-scenes
vineyard tours, VIP lunches
with scenic views overlooking the Valley and even the
chance to blend your own
Merlot. Visit the Napa Valley

“I’ve been known to invite
people I meet at Markham
winery who might not have

Holiday Pinterest page at
www.pinterest.com/NVHoliday for more information. 

“

The holidays
stress people out
so much.
I suggest you
keep it simple
and try to
have as
much fun
as you can.
~Giada De Laurentiis
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Belly Dancing

Belly dance troupe, courtesy of Treva Purcell
by Dyann Nashton
When I called an old high
school friend recently, I was
greeted with his old nickname for me, “Swivel!” We
live only a town away from
each other and seldom run
into each other outside of
class reunions. “Oh my God,
I forgot you used to call
me that,” I said. “Swivel” is
short for “Swivel Hips” and
I assume had something to
do with my post-disco-era
dance ability. No one else
has ever called me that and I
don’t think I felt one way or
another about the strange
term of endearment.
This was not always the
case. I remember my parents
commenting as my sister and
I, teens at the time, danced
together to a live band at
a restaurant in the Adirondacks. “Christi dances from
the waist up and Dyann
dances from the waist down,”
my father noted. It pained
me to be in contrast to
my graceful older sister, a
ballet and jazz dancer, who
minored in dance at college
and was invited into college
musical theater productions
for her ability.
It calls to mind the uncomfortable look on my mother’s
and teacher’s faces when
I begged to go on pointe
shoes at ballet classes. I
remember feeling self-consciously chubby and pigeon-toed in my leotard and
perhaps it appeared that way
to those who saw me dance.
I dropped dancing altogether
right about then.
2S[XLMVX]½ZI]IEVWPEXIV
you might call what I’m about
to say a mid-life crisis. Call it
my bucket list. Call me crazy.
=SY[SYPHR´XFIXLI½VWXXS

do so. Call it what it is: I’m a
belly dancer.
I discovered the art a few
years ago with some introductory lessons at the place
where I take yoga classes. It
looked like a good aerobic complement to yoga’s
strengthening and stretching.
It turned out to be a workout for body and mind. My
½VWXGPEWWPIJXQIFVIEXLPIWW
dripping sweat and struggling
to remember if grapevine
steps start with the foot
behind or in front.
And let’s just get this
straight, this isn’t simply some
come-hither, titillating activity
akin to what might be found
at a gentleman’s club. Belly
dance is a historical art with
numerous styles (American
Tribal Style, Turkish, Cabaret, Egyptian, Fusion, etc.)
Some scholars note that
belly dance was originally
performed by women for
women as a way to pass
the time or celebrate the
milestones of femininity,
such as coming of age and
childbirth. Our dance troupe
practices primarily American
Tribal Style (ATS), a form that
borrows from a rainbow of
different folklore and cultures.
It is often improvised and a
leader gives subtle cues for
particular dance steps or
sequences.
Sorry to disappoint you,
but there are no “I Dream
of Jeannie” transparent pink
chiffon harem pants here.
The ATS costume generally
has numerous layers on the
lower half to include harem
pants, an enormous long,
full skirt (borrowed from
¾EQIRGS JSPPS[IHF]E
hip scarf and a coin, fringe
or tassel belt. It is a dance
style and costume that feels
tailor-made to disguise my
saddlebags and heavy thighs.

The top half of the costume
is something similar to an Indian choli or crop shirt, often
open at the back since this
makes it easier for us to pick
up on our leader’s nearly-imperceptible dance cues. This is
topped with an embellished
bra, decorated with seashells,
coins or other adornments.
Originally, turbans were worn,
but our dance troupe abanHSRIHXLIWXM¾MRKLIEHTMIGIW
PSRKEKSMRJEZSVSJ¾S[IVW
in our hair. Our midriffs are
bare. However, when not on
stage, it is proper belly dance
etiquette to keep covered up
with some sort of muumuu,
veil or sarong.
As with the above cardinal rule, there are other
shared aspects of an actual
unifying belly dance culture
found in the many styles of
belly dance. A universally
understood form of applause, called a zaghareet, is a
high-pitched, trilling ululation
performed while hiding
the mouth with the hand.
Performers and audience
participants will often do this
as a way of shouting “bravo!”
during and following performances.
Stage names are common
in the belly dance community
as well. Often, they are symbolic. With my fellow troupe
members, I’m known as Artemis, the Greek translation
of the Roman goddess Diana.
It is a nod to my own family’s
Greek heritage.
Pieces of jewelry in the belly
dancer’s attire are chunky
and countless. Makeup is
applied heavily and in the
case of ATS, frequently features black drawn on tribal
marks around the eyes or
chin. There is usually plenty
of permanent makeup as
well: tattoos and piercings
are common. And so, this is
how this small-town soccer
mom and grown up Catholic
school girl got some “ink” in
recent years. My tattoo is in
a very discreet, although not
vulgar, location. You would
never know it was there unless you attended one of our
troupe’s performances. Even
then, it hides under the beads
and assorted baubles.
Belly dance came naturally
to my lower half, but my
upper torso has come a long
way and worked hard to be
where it is today. My naturally
slouched spine had to, well,
grow a backbone. While I’d
spent much of my life hearing
my mother say, “Pull your
shoulders back and stand
up straight!” It wasn’t until

belly dance, seasoned with
a little yoga, taught me that
my “heart center” was really
the problem. Think about it:
What good is pulling your
shoulders back if your chest
remains concave? “Opening your heart space” is a
physical adjustment as well
as a state of mind. In the end,
training myself to lift and
isolate the muscles of my
upper torso was as much an
achievement as opening my
heart to a new experience.
So, yes, I do still have swivel
hips. But, now I’m old enough
to celebrate them. Mom and
Dad were right: I am freakMWLP]TVS½GMIRX[MXLHERGI
moves below the waist.
These hips can pop, drop,
HS½KYVIIMKLXWZIVXMGEPP]
and horizontally -- and, of
course, shimmy ten ways to
the moon.
But after all these years of
living with this body of mine
and learning its potential, the
best movement it makes is
not below or above my belly
button. My best move is the
smile on my face as I give a
banshee-like zaghareet behind my hand at the end of
a performance. But after all
these years of living with this
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How to impress when hosting a business dinner
ly and ultimately passes such
spending off on its clients.
Understanding your client’s
personality should help you
choose a restaurant that’s
likely to impress.

Hosting a business dinner is both an honor and
a responsibility. Employers
typically entrust only their
most valued employees with
the responsibility of hosting
a business dinner, and such
opportunities are not to be
taken lightly.
The desire to impress
is there whether you’re
LSWXMRK]SYV½VWXSV½JXMIXL
business dinner, but those
with experience hosting
existing or potential clients
know that no two business
dinners are ever the same.
What works for one client
won’t necessarily impress

another, and the responsibility of impressing the clients
falls on the host, which adds
to both the excitement and
the anxiety of hosting a business dinner. But even though
hosting a business dinner
QE]MRWTMVIEJI[FYXXIV¾MIW
to dance in your stomach,
the following tips can ensure
the night goes as smoothly
as possible.
* Know your client. Clients
tend to have vastly different
needs and personalities, so
while the ambiance of one
restaurant might appeal
to some clients, that same
atmosphere might not be so
impressive to others. When
choosing a restaurant, consider its ambiance and how
well that matches up with
the client you will be taking
out to dinner. Some clients
may prefer to make deals in
more laid back locales, while
SXLIVWQE]TVIJIVXLI½ZI
star treatment. Taking the
latter to an all-you-can-eat
buffet will hurt your chances
of making a deal, while the
former may take your willingness to spend lavishly on
EQIEPEXE½ZIWXEVVIWXEYrant as an indicator that
your company spends lavish-

* Don’t go in blind. Unless
EGPMIRXVIUYIWXWEWTIGM½G
restaurant, try to choose a
restaurant you have visited
MRXLITEWX8LMWMWFIRI½GMEP
in a variety of ways. When
visiting a restaurant you
frequent, you’re in position
to make recommendations
with regard to the menu,
and that insight can increase
the chances that your client
will enjoy his or her meal.
When choosing a restaurant you’re familiar with,
you’re also choosing one
where you know the service
is exceptional. If it wasn’t,
you would not keep going
back. No one wants a business dinner to be overtaken
by poor service, which, fairly
SVYRJEMVP][MPPVI¾IGXRIKEtively on you.
* Avoid restaurants with
gimmicks. Restaurants with
gimmicks, such as those
where the staff sings to
customers celebrating a
birthday, might be fun to
visit with friends or family
members, but such establishments are best avoided
when hosting business dinners. Gimmicks can interrupt
EQIEPERHQEOIMXHMJ½GYPX
to make any headway on
a business deal, so stick to
restaurants where you won’t
be interrupted by celebratory staff members or
drowned out by live music.
* Don’t just show up.
Nothing is more awkward
or unprofessional than taking
a client to dinner and being

forced to wait for a table. If
you can’t get a reservation
at your preferred restaurant, then choose another
establishment. Do not wing
it and decide to wait for a
table near the hostess or at
the bar.
* Avoid exotic restaurants. Unless your client
requests a particular type
of cuisine, avoid exotic
restaurants with relatively
limited menus. Clients may
have certain food allergies
or aversions to particular
types of food, so opt for a
neutral restaurant with a
menu that appeals to diners
of various palates. If taking
a client out for the second
time and you remember
the client mentioning a love
of a particular cuisine, then
the second dinner is a great
time to indulge the client’s
love of that unique or exotic
cuisine, especially if it’s just
the two of you.
* Don’t overindulge. Overindulging, whether it’s eating
too much or enjoying one
too many glasses of wine,
won’t impress the client.
Resist the temptation to
order the biggest steak on
the menu and, if you choose
to enjoy a cocktail, drink it
slowly. A full stomach may
make you drowsy and less
attentive to your client, while
a client will understandably
question your judgement if
you appear to be overindulging in alcohol.
Hosting a business dinner
MWEWMKRM½GERXVIWTSRWMFMPMX]
not to be taken lightly. But
hosts can employ a few simple strategies to calm their
nerves and make sure the
night goes smoothly. 
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6F?R6MSJB8MSP,MRFCP2?W
-things modern kids will never ex
xperience
By S.D. Shapiro
In the fast paced
21st centuryy we’ve
ve
se
traded common sense
for the ability to
quickly look up information
on the internet.
g
We’ve forrgotten
our m
manners
and civilityy..
How ddo we get
back to our rooots
oots?
Can we get back?
Food for thought . . .
With all our modern bells and whistles
there are some things that modern
teenager s will never experience . The
electronic bits and bytes haave replaced out
inter actions and we may not be better
off because of it.. Modern teens will never
experience calling a gir l on an old fashioned
land line and haavving her father answ
a
err. The
initial fear
e and trepidation any prepubescent
teen felt
e while dialing (sometimes
(sometim on an
actual dial phone with a cord) was instantly
ERHI\TSRIRXMEPP]QEKRM½IH[LIR1EV ]
Jane’s dad said, “Who’s this?”

haave to contend with pass codes to see
what is going on in their children’s digital
wor ld.
Passing notes has also fallen to the digital
o the age of smar t phones kids
age. Beffore
would havve pockets full of notes to pass
to their best friends.. Now it is all done
with texts. A push of a button sends their
messages,, bits aand bytes of electronic data
zipping off through cyber space.
and pictures,, zip
The smar t phone has eliminated many
other things.. LLooking up anything has been
VIPIKEXIHXSETYWLSJEFYXXSR6M¾MRK
through card catalogs or doing research at
a librar y is something our ancient ancestor s
did beffore
o they discovered the internet.
Using a dictionar y has been taken over by
spell check and autocorrect.. Kids todaay
cannot even remember phone number s;
ever ything is saaved in their phones.

When is the last time you looked up a
TLSRIRYQFIVMREXIPITLSRIHMVIGXSV ]#-X
has probably been year s,, especially if you
haave a smar t phone . Yet
e companies are still
orests to make telephone
cutting down fo
books. They are delivered to your door s
in plastic bags. And they hardly get a
Teerrorrr.. Pure, unadulterated terror,rr,, ran
WIGSRHPSSOMRQSHIVR%QIVMGE-JXLI]
XLVSYKL]SYVZIMRWPMOI[MPH½VI-J]SY
are lucky the yellow books will go from
could manage any reply, the phone
pho would
your door stop directly into the recycling
be handed off and your conver sation
bin. Unlucky telephone books get left in
closely monitored,, an unhappy father
the elements,, ssoaking up the rain and the
audibly gr umbling in the background. Any
snow while modern kids look up telephone
GSR½HIRGI]SYQMKLXLEZZILEHHVEMRWSYXSJ number s on their smar t phones.
your bodyy.
1E]]FIXLIWQEV XTLSRILEWWMQTPM½IH
Modern kids never experience this because our lives.. Mayyb
ybe it has made it more
ever y kid over the age of 5 seems
ms to ha
havve
complicated.. Sure
S , we are all more
their own smar t phone . Their phones chirp
GSRRIGXIH&YXMWMXFIXXIV#-WXMPPVIQIQFIV
ERHFY^^[MXLRSXM½GEXMSRW[LMPITEVIRXW
Q]TLSRIRYQFIVJVSQLMKLWGLSSP%RH-

Matter off health:
Talking to children about alcohol
Many kids and
their parents
are not
over ly
concerned
about alcohol,, which does
not carr y the same
stigma as illegal dr ugs.
When consumed
in
small amounts,, alcohol
maay not seem ver y
dangerous, but even small
dangerous,
quantities can afffeect the
bodyy.
Alcohol is a depressant,
which slows down the body
and makes a per son feeel
relaxed. With more alcohol,
movements become clumsy
ERHYRGSSVHMREXIH-XEPWS
interffeeres with decision-making abilities and could lead

to risky behaavviorr. As alcohol
slows reaction time, driving
YRHIVXLIMR¾YIRGIGERFI
deadly.
The liver is responsible fo
or
½PXIVMRKEPGSLSPSYXSJXLI
blood. With greater quantities of alcohol,, it can take
longer fo
or the liver to do
its job. Over time, alcohol
consumption can damage
the liverr.
Get the facts
Some families haave
misinffor
o med views about
alcohol.. Beer or wine maay
be considered “saffer”
e ” than
hard liquorrr,, but each has
the same efffect
e on the
FSH]-XGERXEOIER][LIVI
from two to three hour s
for
o a single drink to leaave
a per son’s system and the
process cannot be sped up.
Young
o
people havve smaller

bodies,, and alcohol can
EJJIGXXLIQHMJJIVIRXP]-XQE]]
only take a small amount of
alcohol to cause considerr-able impairment.. Plus,, young
bodies are still developing,
and alcohol mayy haave an
efffeect on a maturing brain,
leading to long-lasting intellectual efffects.
e
People tend to not realize
how much alcohol is afffeecting them.. Overconsumption
of alcohol can lead to risky
and potentially dangerous
behaavior
v r.
Parents concerned about
their children and their
consumption of alcohol can
present the facts and urge
kids to wait until they are
adults beffore
o tr ying alcohol.
Waiting until adulthood can
minimize some of the health
implications of drinking ear ly.

still remember my friend’s number s.. Sadly
Some things like
they’re all disconnected.. Som
GEPPMRKXLEXKMV PJSVXLI½V WXXMQIQMKLXRSX
happen todaay but in the past we never had
XSHIEP[MXLWIP½IW;LIRMXGSQIWHS[R

to all the things modern kids will never
experience stop and think, “What would
my mother saayy?”” She would saay, “Quit
Snapchatting and keep a dime in your shoe
fo
or the paay phone
ph
.” 

Include good fats and carbs
in a healthy eating plan
Come the end of the holidaay season,, many people resolve to
o rest,, recharge and get back
to healthy eating habits.
8MQIQEKE^MRIVITSV XWXLEXXPSWMRK[IMKLXERHKIXXMRK½XEVIXLIQSWXTSTYPEV2I[=IEV´W
resolutions,, but also the ones that people are most likely to abandon after a shor t time. That
may be because New Year’
e s dieter s are too often choosing diets that are impractical and not
ss.. Some mayy stop eating cer tainn fo
oods or ingredients entirely,
conducive to long-term success.
while other s look to diets that require a level of commitment beyond busy adults’’ capabilities.
Many fad diets target fat and carbohydrates,, but dieter s mayy not know that fat and carbs
are necessar y fo
or a healthy metabolism. According to Drr. Walter Willett of the Har vard
7GLSSPSJ4YFPMG,IEPXLPS[JEX
EXHMIXWHSR´X[SV OJSVQER]TISTPI-RJEGXHS^IRWSJWXYHMIW
haave fo
ound that low-fat diets are no more healthy than moderate- or high-fat diets and may,
ingredients that can be detrimental
in fact,, be wor se. Foods that are
a low in fat mayy be full of ingre
when eaten in high amounts.. Processed
P
low-fat fo
oods can be made to taste better with copious amounts of salt or sugarr. Some low-fat fo
oods are actually high in simple carbohydrates,
which can cause spikes in blood sugar and increase bad fats called triglycerides in the blood.
Simple carbohydrates are generally those that break down fast and do not provide much
value beyond the initial energy bur st. Although some simple carbs,, such as fr uctose and
PEGXSWIGERFIFIRI½GMEPERHEVIKIRIVEPP]JSYRHMRLIEPXL]JSSHWMX´WFIWXXSEZSMHWMQTPI
carbs.
)EXMRKLIEPXL]HSIWR´XQIEREZZSMHMRKGEVFSL]HVEXXIWERHJEEXXWEPXSKIXLIV8LIOI]MWXS½RH
KSSHJEEXXWERHGEVFWXLEXTVSZMHIELSWXSJFIRI½XW+SSHJEXWWYGLEWQSRSYRWEXYVEXXIHJEEXXW
polyunsaturated fats,, and omeega-3 fatty acids,, help to managee mood,, maintain mental acuityy,
½KLXJEXMKYIERHGSRXVSP[IMKLX+SSHJEXWEVIPEVKIP]JSYRHMRSPMZIWRYXWPIKYQIWWS]ERH
JEXX]½WL/IITXSXEPJEX
EXMRXEOIXSXSTIVGIRXSJ]SYVGEPSVMIW
+SSHGEVFWEVIGSQTPI\GEVFSL]HVEXIW8LI]´VIWXEVGLIWXLEEXXXEOIEPSRKIVXMQIXSQIXEFSPM^IMR]SYVHMKIWXXMZIW]WXXIQ+SSHGEVFW[MPPVEMWIFPSSHWYKEVFYXXLI][MPPOIITMXEXEWXEFPIPIZIPJSVERI\\XXIRHIHTIVMSHSJXMQI'SQTPI\GEVFWYWYEPP]GSRXEMREPSXSJ½FIV[LMGL
can help keep a per son feeelingg full for
o long periods of time. Pllus,, they help keep digestion
moving smoothly to help you aavvoid constipation.. Fibrous vegetables,, fr uits,, whole grains,, and
FIERWEVILMKLMR½FIVERHEVIKSSHGEVFSL]HVEXXIGLSMGIW7SQIJSSHWGSRXEMRFSXLKSSH
carbs and good fats.
)EXMRKLIEPXL]QIERW½RHMRKEFEPERGIXLEXXMRGPYHIWXLIVMKLXJEXWERHGEVFSL]HVEXXIW
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History in Your Backyard

- Locks

In Central New York
history is one of our
most valuable assets.
Luckily we have
history locked up. Did
you know that some of
the country’s best locks
were created right here
in your backyard?
Linus Yale was
born in Middletown,
Connecticut, and
later moved with his
parents to Salisbury,

Central New York,
include; U.S. Patent
x5,788 mill stone
dresser (submitted
from Salisbury, New
York on January
20, 1830), U.S.
Patent x7,767 horse
power (submitted
from Otsego, New
York with P.C. Curtis
on September 17.
1833 ), U.S. Patent
x7,770 threshing

New York. He married
Chlotilda Hopson,
September 27, 1815,
and they had four
children. Yale opened
a lock shop in the early
1840s in the Village
of Newport, New
York. He specialized
in bank locks. In 1850
his son, Linus Yale,
Jr. joined him at the
lock shop and began
working on improving
his father’s pin
tumbler lock.

machine (submitted
from Utica, New
York with P.C. Curtis
on September 17,
1833 ), U.S. Patent
9,094x sawmill head
block (submitted
from Utica, New York
on September 11,
1835 ), U.S. Patent
739 grain threshing
machine (submitted
from Little Falls,
New York with
S.W. Stimson on
May 17, 1838 ), U.S.

A short list of Linus
Yale Sr.’s patents,
mostly conceived in

Patent 2,196 sawmill
dog — (submitted
from Newport, New

York on July 29,
1841 ), U.S. Patent
3,312 combination
lock (submitted
IURP6SULQJ¿HOG
Massachusetts with
C. Wilson on October
20, 1843), U.S. Patent
3,630 pin tumbler
safe lock (submitted
IURP6SULQJ¿HOG
Massachusetts on June
13, 1844 ), U.S. Patent
6,111 safe (submitted
from Newport, New
York on February
13, 1849 ), U.S.
Patent 10,144 a bank
lock (submitted from
Newport, New York
on October 18, 1853 ),
U.S. Patent 10,584 a
bank lock (submitted
from Newport, New
York on February 28,
1854 ), U.S. Patent
12,932 a bank lock
(submitted from
Newport, New York on
May 22, 1855 ), U.S.
Patent 15,500 vault
and safe door
bolt (submitted from
Newport, New York
on August 5, 1856 ),
U.S. Patent 18,169
padlock (submitted
from Newport, New
York on September 8,
1857 ).
Linus Yale Sr.
died in Newport
in 1858. Shortly
thereafter, around
1860, Linus Yale Jr.
opened his own shop
in Shelburne, MA.
He, like his father,
specialized in bank
locks. He introduced
combination safe locks
and improved on the
pin-tumbler design
that is prevalent in
modern locks and
safes. Throughout
his career in lock
manufacturing, Yale
acquired numerous
patents for his
inventions and
received widespread
acclaim from clients
regarding his products.
Many of Linus Yale
Jr.’s innovations are
derived from the large
wooden locks built
by ancient Egyptians

from over 4,000
years in the past. He
patented a pin tumbler
lock for use in banks
in 1851, a pin tumbler
lock for use in doors
in 1863, and in 1865
he patented the pin
tumbler padlock which
are all found in use
today. The padlock
was a eureka moment.
The lock was smaller,
sturdier, and more
reliable. This led Yale
Jr. to add a permanent
dial and shaft to the
lock creating what
is known today as a
“combination lock.”

In a move right out
of PT Barnum’s play
book Martin Yale Jr.
challenged the public
to test his locks.
Anyone who could
successfully pick his
bank locks would
receive $3000; over
$50,000 at todays
rates.
Linus Yale Jr. died
suddenly of a heart
attack on Christmas
day in 1868. He was
in New York City
negotiating to have
his locks installed in
a skyscraper. Even

though his newly
formed company was
in its infancy, his locks
were already selling
strongly. Eventually
Yale Locks became the
premier manufacturer
of locks in the United
States. Combination
locks on school lockers
and health clubs
around the globe owe
their existence to Yale.
At the same time,
about 30 miles away,
in the hamlet of
Knoxboro, in Oneida
County, J.C. Knox
established the New
York Lock Company
in 1861. They made
locks in Knoxboro
for several years.
We have a history of
locks secured in the
foundation of Central
New York. What other
everyday devices were
created in your back
yard?
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Transporting holiday gifts
Many shipping services will get packages to
recipients on time, but customers can help
them along by sending them several weeks
FIJSVIXLILSPMHE]W7LMTTMRKPEXIVMRXLI
season may incur additional fees for priority
WLMTTMRK%P[E]WGLIGOWIPPIVW´±TYVGLEWIF]²
HEXIWXSIRWYVIMXIQW[MPPEVVMZISRXMQI
Items that will be shipped internationally
should include a detailed description as well
EWXLIZEPYISJXLITEGOEKI4VIWIRXWYRHIV
EGIVXEMRZEPYIQE]FIHYX]JVIISVXE\I\IQTX'LIGO[MXLGYWXSQWXSKIXEFIXXIV
MHIESJXLIWLMTTMRKVIKYPEXMSRW

Learn how to pack or ship gifts safely to minimize
inconveniences and ensure they arrive on time.
As families spread out across the country
and even across the globe, the holidays can
FIGSQIEPMXXPIQSVIHMJ½GYPXXSREZMKEXI
According to AAA, a federation of motor
clubs throughout the United States, roughly
90 million Americans will travel 50 miles or
QSVIJSV]IEVIRHLSPMHE]W
Families that are spread out must decide
[LIVIXSWTIRHXLILSPMHE]WXSKIXLIV&YXMR
some cases, families can’t all be together, so
celebrations must be handled remotely and
KMJXWWLMTTIHXS[EMXMRKVIGMTMIRXW
Shopping for gifts may have taken some
XMQIFYXRS[]SY[MPPLEZIXS½KYVISYX
how to get those gifts where they need to
KS8LIJSPPS[MRKEVIWSQITSMRXIVWJSVLSPMHE]GIPIFVERXW[LSEVIHVMZMRK¾]MRKXEOMRK
EFYWSVWLMTTMRKKMJXW
Shipping dates
If the goal is to purchase and ship gifts
near and far, starting early has its advanXEKIW8LSYWERHWYTSRXLSYWERHWSJGEVHW
and packages are shipped each day during
XLILSPMHE]WIEWSR-RWLMTTMRKKMERX
947TVSNIGXIHQMPPMSRHIPMZIVMIWHYVMRK
the last week before Christmas, and actual
½KYVIWI\GIIHIHXLSWII\TIGXEXMSRW

Plane ride
%MVPMRIWLEZIWTIGM½GVIKYPEXMSRWMRTPEGI
regarding which items can and cannot be
brought on planes, at least inside of the
GEFMR8LEROWXSMRGVIEWIHWIGYVMX]QIEWYVIW
VIWXVMGXMSRWEVIKVIEXIVXLERXLI]SRGI[IVI
8VERWTSVXEXMSR7IGYVMX]%HQMRMWXVEXMSR
SJ½GIVWQE]LEZIXSMRWTIGXMXIQWJSVWEJIX]
TYVTSWIW-XQE]FIFIXXIVXSPIEZIKMJXW
unwrapped and then wrap them after the
¾MKLXXSEZSMHLEWWPIWHYVMRKXLIWGVIIRMRK
TVSGIWW0MUYMHWMRGPYHMRKJSSHWQE]RIIH
XSFITYXMREGLIGOIHFEKMJXLI]I\GIIH
SYRGIW'SRWMHIVWLMTTMRKHIPMGEXIMXIQW
ahead of time if you are concerned about
FVIEOEKI
Packing the car
If a holiday road trip is in your future, space
GSRWXVEMRXWQE]VIUYMVI]SYXSFIEPMXXPI
GVIEXMZI[LIRTEGOMRKXLIGEV7LSTJSV
smaller gifts, including gift cards, which are
IEWMIVXSXVERWTSVX%HZMWIJEQMP]ERHJVMIRHW
that you will have limited space so they
should not go overboard with regard to gifts
KMZIRXS]SYMRVIXYVR
Heed safety precautions and do not obscure driver visibility in the car by stacking
TVIWIRXWXSSLMKL%PWSWIGYVIFS\IWERH
packages in the car so they do not slide or
QSZIEVSYRH%R]XLMRKXLEXMWRSXWIGYVIH
can become airborne in the event of a
GSPPMWMSRMRGVIEWMRKXLIVMWOJSVMRNYV]-XIQW
placed on roof racks should be tightly
secured so they don’t fall off and present a
LE^EVH
8LSWI[LS[MPPFIXVEZIPMRKJSVXLILSPMdays should plan how to transport any gifts
they will be bringing along long before the
HE]GSQIWXSLMXXLIVSEH

Did you know?
What would Christmas gift-giving be without
EXVIIYRHIV[LMGLXSTPEGIXLITVIWIRXW#8VII
shoppers have plenty of variety to choose from
[LIRWIPIGXMRKXLEXMHIEPXVII%TTVS\MQEXIP]
'LVMWXQEWXVIIJEVQWI\MWXMRXLI9RMXIH
7XEXIWERHXLIWIJEVQWWIPPFIX[IIRERH
QMPPMSRVIEPXVIIWIEGL]IEV8LSWI[LSTVIJIV
EVXM½GMEPXVIIWGERWLSTJSVIZIV]XLMRKJVSQ
trees that appear to be natural to pastel-hued
FSYKLW8LI½VWXTVMRXIHVIJIVIRGIXSE'LVMWXQEWXVII[EWQEHIMRMR+IVQER]7MRGI
then, Christmas trees have grown in popularity
XLVSYKLXLIGIRXYVMIW
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Cost-saving measures when
gifting a large family

Exchanging gifts with loved ones is one
of the joys of the holiday season. But it can
be challenging to reign in holiday spending
when your shopping list is especially lengthy.
Fortunately, there are many ways for holiday
shoppers to cut costs this season.
• Create a limited gift exchange. Speak
with other family members who also may
be feeling the pinch of holiday spending to
establish a gift exchange system. Rather than
purchasing a gift for everyone in the family,
split the list accordingly. Maybe everyone will
only be expected to purchase gifts for the
children, instead of buying for kids and adults.
Propose that you only exchange gifts with
immediate family members and not your
extended family, such as your cousins, aunts
and uncles. Develop a system that works for
everyone so no one feels like they need to
break the bank this holiday season.
• Host a holiday grab bag. Grab bags are
great ways to exchange gifts without going
broke. In a traditional grab bag, everyone
brings a gift that does not exceed a predetermined value and puts it in the bag. Each
family member then pulls a gift out of the

bag. Allow everyone the option to swap
[MXLSRIERSXLIVMJSRIKMJXMWQSVI½XXMRK
for a particular person.
• Set a price limit. Decide in advance that
gifts should not exceed a certain price. This
way if you are budgeting for the holidays
you will have a better understanding of what
you can expect to spend if every gift should
be around $30.
• Pool your resources. Rather than giving
many little gifts, pool your resources with
some relatives and give a single big-ticket
gift. Each person can contribute the same
amount, or family members can contribute
as much as they can afford.
• Give an experience. Sometimes the gift
of an experience, such as tickets to a sporting event or a night at the theater, can make
a thoughtful and impressive gift. Again, other
family members can contribute, and collectively you can enjoy a night on the town or
another adventure.
Having a large family can be expensive
come the holiday season. However, there
are ways to curtail your spending without
taking any joy out of the holidays. 

Celebrate the holidays
Holiday celebrations include big family gatherings and maybe even some impromptu visits
from close friends. During this season of merrymaking, having a few quick snacks and drinks
up your sleeve can make it easier to entertain guests. Christmas cookies are a popular treat,
FYXJSVXLSWI[LS[ERXXSWOMTXLIFEOMRKXLEXLSPMHE]GSSOMI¾EZSVGERWXMPPFIIRNS]IHMRE
delicious mixed cocktail. Try “Christmas Cookie,” courtesy of Mix That Drink, for a sweet and
minty take on the holiday season.
1
1
1

ounce peppermint schnapps
ounce Kahlua
ounce Irish Cream liqueur

Combine the ingredients in a shaker with ice. Shake and strain
the drink into a martini glass. Garnish with a peppermint stick,
if desired.
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Whirled Peas Beads and Jewelry Design
- handmade glass beads and jewelry

by Al Dorantes
Glass beads have been
around for thousands
of years. Denise SachsMishalanie and her studio
Whirled Peas Beads and
Jewelry Design is bringing
the complex art of glass
bead design into modern
times.
Denise Sachs-Mishalanie
makes her own glass beads
in her newly built, pristine
studio. The studio, open by
invitation and appointment,
is where Denise designs
and makes glass beads
and jewelry. One of her
featured designs is an
interchangeable bead
necklace. The design has
become a very popular
gift idea with new beads
appearing regularly especially
for holidays like Valentines
Day.
Denise had a prior jewelry
background. She graduated
with an art degree with a
focus on jewelry design.
She started her foray into
the world of beads after
she purchased some beads
from Emmi Beads. She liked
the beads so much that she
tracked down their creator,
Christopher Rice, because
of his marble making skills.
Denise asked if he would
take on a student. She
learned bead making and
“rented” time in his studio.
After a year she struck out
on her own. When not
working her day job she
made beads in her own
studio and slowly built a
business locally. Denise’s
plan for Whirled Peas was to
wholesale her beads to bead

stores. When the economy
faltered she noticed that
TISTPIWXSTTIHFY]MRK½RI
jewelry and switched to
buying craft jewelry.
Denise’s process for
creating a bead starts with
applying heat to a glass

rod. As the rod melts she
applies it to a specially
prepared rod. With a
practiced hand Denise
heats the rod and whirls
the melted glass around and

around. She deftly pokes
and manipulates the glass
adding color and shape
beneath the layers of glass
almost like a painter creating
depth with brushstroke after
brushstroke.

life. She only uses genuine
elements and the highest
quality materials to ensure
quality a product. When
creating beads she makes
them with vision for jewelry.
The very nature of Denise’s
Whirled Peas Beads makes

The Borosilicate glass is a
sturdy glass. It melts at a
higher temperature and is
stiff, not gooey which allows
Denise to get the effects she
is looking for. She works
on a tiny scale, heating and
reheating small portions of
the beads so she can control
the heat.

each one unique.

When making beads
Denise explained that she
tries not to have boundaries;
to keep her mind open. She
creates her own designs

or can be commissioned
to create custom beads
and jewelry. Along with
the glass Denise employs
sterling silver and leather to
bring her jewelry designs to

Denise said, “The way to
make art into a business is
XS½RHXLIVMKLXSYXPIXJSV
]SYVEVX½RHTISTPI[LS
want your art. That is the
beauty of the online world.
=SY½RHTISTPIEPPSZIV
the world who want your
beads.”
One thing that separates
Whirled Peas Beads from
other beads is that Denise
½VITSPMWLIWXLIIRHW8LMW
extra step not only looks
better but also allows the
beads to work better with
other materials like leather
or delicate necklaces.
Denise Sachs-Mishalanie is
only doing one upcoming
artisan show. November
20-22 she will be in East
Aurora, New York at
the Knox Farm Artisan
show. Her jewelry and
beads are available at the
Village Crossing in Clinton
or online. For more
information go to: www.
whirledpeas.net or follow
Denise on Facebook:
Whirled Peas Beads and
Jewelry Design. 

Fine Apparel and giftware for men,
women and children from some of the
finest companies in the world including...

On the Clinton Village Green

20 West Park Row

www.kriziamartin.com

Clinton

315.853.3650

Monday-Saturday 10am-6pm
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Erin Hamlin – Focus Personified
headquarters in Lake Placid.
“Our off season is pretty
long and after not sliding
much last spring, it has been
a while since I have been
on my sled. Things feel great
so far.”
Her 2014-15 racing season
was topsy-turvy, with results
ranging from second place
to 22nd. The highlights were
a silver medal in women’s
singles in the Lake Placid
;SVPH'YTETEMVSJQIHEPW
in the team relays, as well
as gold and silver in the
sprint (one heat) races.
7LI½RMWLIH½JXLSZIVEPPMR
XLI½REP;SVPH'YTTSMRX
standings.
;LMPIPEWXWIEWSRPEGOIH
the luster of the fabulous
bronze medal she captured
MRXLI3P]QTMG;MRXIV
Games in Sochi, Russia,
in February 2014, it also
brought a sense of normalcy.

by Pat Malin

28 W. Main Street
2nd Floor
Mohawk, NY 13407

www.accentbrokerage.com
Rebecca Smith - R.E. Broker
Kelly Jackson - R.E. Salesperson
James Caiola - R.E. Salesperson

Brenda Parker - R.E. Salesperson
Lorene Prenderville - R.E. Salesperson
Erin Dibble - R.E. Salesperson

Phone: 315-219-5990 Fax: 315-219-5991
JUST LISTED & OPEN HOUSE
SATURDAY, November 7th • 11:30am to 12:30pm
Saturday November 7th
3799 Southside Rd,
Frankfort
10:00 to 11:00am
Quiet country living just outside
925 Steuben Hill Rd, Herkimer • 301 Gray St, Herkimer
the village line features 2 BRs,
314 Moore Ave, Herkimer
1.5 Baths, LR, Kitchen, Dining
37 Woodside Ave, Little Falls
Room, first floor laundry.
11:30am to 12:30am
Village water and septic system.
209 W Main St, Ilion • 602 N Main St, Herkimer
Some updated laminate flooring. Big back yard with nice
8 Columbia Circle, Mohawk
3799 Southside Rd, Frankfort
tool shed. Make your appointment today!

OPEN HOUSES

State Route 5, Schuyler
Are you looking for
a piece of property
in a nice central
location where you
can start your new
business? Then you
should check out
this 2 acre parcel. Zoned industrial, gas and water at the
road, septic is needed. Give us a call!!

329 Eastern Ave, Herkimer

25 Fairfield St, Middleville

927 Jordanville Rd, Ilion

Affordable 2 family great
for investment! Both
apartments are 2BR, 1
bath. Tenants pay ALL
utilities. Owner financing is available with a
minimum 15% down
based on credit score.

If you are
Need space? Here you
looking for a
go! Large 4BR, 2 bath
perfect locahome w an AWESOME &
tion to build
PRIVATE back yard on
your
new
the Maltanner Creek.
home then
Walking distance to EVERYTHING this home has enclosed
STOP the car
porch, huge LR w fireplace, spacious kitchen & DR, 1st
floor laundry, huge garage, tons of storage. Put your per- and look here! You will LOVE this 6 acre lot that has a shed,
drilled well, perc test completed and electric at the road.
sonal touches on and make it yours!

Focused. That sums up Erin
Hamlin’s mindset as she
returns to the USA Luge
Team and international race
competition for her 11th
consecutive season.
The 27-year-old Hamlin,
a native of Remsen, ramps
up her season by trying
to defend her title in the
Norton National Seeding
Race in Lake Placid on Oct.
31. She has earned the No.
1 ranking on the women’s
team six times in the
previous seven years.
To make it a true test
of endurance, USA Luge
will hold a second round
of seeding races in Park
City, Utah, on Nov. 7,
followed by the Norton
national championships
there on Nov. 8. Points
will be awarded for each
of the races, with the total
HIXIVQMRMRK½REP;SVPH
Cup team berths. The 2016
champions will be decided
by the fastest total of four
heats over the last two
days (two runs daily). Then
the athletes will turn their
sights to the 2015-16 FIL
(Federation International de
Luge) season opener on
Nov. 25 in Igls, Austria.
“It is great to be back
on ice,” Hamlin wrote
in an email from team

In the summer of 2014,
WLI[EWXSYXIHEWXLI½VWX
Olympic singles medalist in
U.S. Luge team history. The
ever-smiling Hamlin made
appearances on national
TV, attended banquets and
gave speeches everywhere
between Hollywood and
Remsen. Despite the fun,
it also proved to be a
distraction.
This past summer, though,
was businesslike for the
three-time Olympian and
;SVPH'LEQTMSR7S

what was on her agenda?
“Mostly training!” Hamlin
exclaimed.
±-HI½RMXIP]TYXXVEMRMRK
and my workouts back to
priority number one after
taking advantage of so many
opportunities last (2014)
summer,” she added.
“I really didn’t have much
going on at all outside of the
gym, which was the plan. I
trained at home again this
summer, which is just good
for my psyche at this point

in my career. Having friends
and more importantly, family
around all the time is always
really nice.”
Two months ago, a
new opportunity arose.
Hamlin was tapped
as a spokeswoman by
Adirondack Bank. The
commercials are now airing
on local TV and Hamlin
posted a link to the video
on her Facebook page.
±;ILEHEWLSSXMR
August before things got
too busy for me with our
preseason,” she explained.
“It has been an exciting
process and I can’t wait to
work more with them in the
]IEVWXSGSQI-XHI½RMXIP]
MWEREXYVEP½X 8LI] EVI
based in Utica, so it makes
EPSXSJWIRWI;IEVIFSXL
very into giving back to the
community that supports us,
so it is exciting to think of
the possibilities and projects
we can jump into that can
make a difference.”
Adirondack Bank has
branches throughout
upstate, including Lake Placid.
The sponsorship is with
Hamlin, not the entire team,
but every little bit aids the
program in general. Athletes
in the U.S. Olympic program
do not receive government
funding, so endorsements,
private donations and major
sponsorships are lifesavers.
To kick off the season,

97%0YKIWTIRX½ZIHE]W
of pre-season training in
Lillehammer, Norway, along
with luge athletes from
other nations. Hamlin won
a pre-season race there
in 2014. Then on Oct. 8,
the Americans returned
home to their one-mile,
refrigerated track on Mount
Van Hoevenberg in Lake
Placid.
Hamlin loves competition,
even if it’s the seeding races
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$100 Contest Winner
You could be the next lucky reader
3YVGSRXIWX[MRRIV
JVSQXLIPEWXMWWYIMW
&VIRHE'EWXIPPM[LSPMZIW
MR9XMGE7LIMWEPMJIPSRK
VIWMHIRXSJXLMWEVIESJ
YTWXEXI2I[=SVOSVMKR
MREPP]JVSQ;LMXIWFSVS
&VIRHEWXEXIH±8LMWMWNYWX
WYGLEFIEYXMJYPTEVXSJ
XLIWXEXI-PSZIPMZMRKLIVI
watching the seasons
GLERKIMWNYWXEQE^MRK²

Brenda Castelli, our lucky winner of $100!

&VIRHEWLEVIH[MXLYW
XLEXWLIYWYEPP]TMGOWYT
LIVGST]EXIMXLIV/MXPEW
7]QISRWSV,ETERS[MG^
&VSXLIVW1IEX1EVOIX
7LIIRNS]WXLIPSGEP
GSRXIRX±-PSZIXLI[E]
XLIQEKE^MRIPSSOW-X´WWS

GSPSVJYP-PSZIXLIPSGEP
MRXIVIWXWXSVMIWERHWIIMRK
XLIEHWJVSQEPPSJSYV
PSGEPFYWMRIWWIW8LIVI
EVIWSQER]XLEX-HMHR´X
IZIRORS[I\MWXIHYRXMP
-WXEVXIHVIEHMRK)HMXSV-
PMOIXLILMWXSVMGEPQEVOIV
WIVMIWXSS²
&VIRHEWLEVIHXLEXWLI
LEWFIIREVIEHIVWMRGI
XLI4907)HE]WERH[EW
WSTPIEWIHXSWIIMXGSR
XMRYIEW)(-836±-[SYPH
VIEPP]LEZIQMWWIHMX-EQ
WSLETT]XLEXMXPMZIHSR²
8LERO]SY&VIRHEJSV
FIMRKWYGLEREZMHVIEHIV
We appreciate hearing all
SJ]SYVOMRH[SVHW

Exploring the amazing health benefits of reading
-XGERFILEVHJSVWSQITISTPIXS
TMGOYTEFSSO[LIRXLIVIEVIWS
QER]HMWXVEGXMSRWEXXLIVIEH]&YX
[LMPIFSSOWQMKLXRSXFIEW¾EWL]EW
XLIPEXIWXQYWXLEZIKEHKIXXLI]GER
TVSZMHIFIRI½XWXLEXQMKLXWYVTVMWI
IZIRXLIQSWXEZMHVIEHIVW
-REHHMXMSRXSXLIMRXIPPIGXYEPFIRI½XW
SJVIEHMRKMRHYPKMRKMREKSSHFSSO
GEREPWSFSSWXTL]WMGEPLIEPXL.YWXPMOI
QYWGPIWMRXLIFSH]XLIFVEMRFIRI½XW
[LIRMXMWTYWLIHFI]SRHMXWRSVQEP
EFMPMXMIWERHVIEHMRKMWEKVIEX[E]XS
TYWLXLSWIPMQMXW
6IEHMRKGERLIPTVIHYGIWXVIWWFIR
I½XXMRKXLIFSH]MRRYQIVSYW[E]W%
9RMZIVWMX]SJ7YWWI\WXYH]JSYRH
XLEXXYVRMRKXSEKSSHFSSOGERFI
ERIJJIGXMZIVIPE\EXMSRWXVEXIK][LIR
XLMRKWFIGSQIXSSWXVIWWJYP6IEHMRK
½GXMSRGERWXMQYPEXIXLIMQEKMRE
XMSRERHHMWXVEGXETIVWSRJVSQXLI
WXVIWWSVWMRIZIV]HE]PMJI'LSSWMRKE

LYQSVSYWSVYTPMJXMRKWXSV]GERFSSWX
QSSHERHLIPTTISTPIVIPE\TEVXMGY
PEVP][LIRVIEHMRKFIJSVIFIHXMQI
6IEHMRKEPWSGERLIPTQIRERH
[SQIRKIXEFIXXIVRMKLX´WVIWX4ISTPI
[LSEVIEGGYWXSQIHXSVIEHMRKFSSOW
FIJSVIKSMRKXSFIHEGXYEPP]XVEMRXLIMV
QMRHERHFSH]JSVVIPE\EXMSR4MGOMRK
YTEFSSOGERWIRHWMKREPWXLEXMXMW
XMQIXSWIXXPIHS[RERHKIXVIEH]JSV
sleep. Health experts often recom
QIRHHIZIPSTMRKEWPIITVSYXMRIXS
TISTPI[LSWXVYKKPIXSJEPPEWPIITEX
RMKLXERHVIEHMRKJSVQMRYXIWFI
JSVIFIHIEGLRMKLXGERFIERMRXIKVEP
TEVXSJWYGLVSYXMRIW
6IWIEVGLLEWWLS[RXLEXVIEHMRK
ERHIRKEKMRKXLIFVEMRMRSXLIV[E]W
WYGLEWXLVSYKLMRXIPPIGXYEPKEQIWERH
TY^^PIWGERWXEZISJJHIQIRXME8LIWI
EGXMZMXMIWWXMQYPEXIXLIGIPPWMRXLIFVEMR
XSKVS[ERHGSRRIGXMRGVIEWMRKXLI
TS[IVSJFVEMRXMWWYI%GGSVHMRKXS

XLI%P^LIMQIV´W%WWSGMEXMSROIITMRK
XLIQMRHEGXMZIXLVSYKLVIEHMRKGER
WXVIRKXLIRGSRRIGXMSRWFIX[IIRFVEMR
GIPPWERHFYMPHYTFVEMRGIPPVIWIVZIW
1IRXEPEGXMZMX]QMKLXIZIRKIRIVEXI
RI[FVEMRGIPPW%PPSJXLIWIJEGXSVWGER
VIHYGIXLIVMWOSJ%P^LIMQIV´WHMWIEWI
ERHHIQIRXME
%GGSVHMRKXSETETIVJVSQVIWIEVGL
IVWEX'EVRIKMI1IPPSR9RMZIVWMX]
VIEHMRKGERWXMQYPEXIXLIFVEMRXSTVS
HYGIQSVI[LMXIQEXXIV;LMXIQEXXIV
[SVOWXSKIXLIV[MXLKVE]QEXXIVERH
MWVIWTSRWMFPIJSVWIRHMRKWIRWSV]ERH
QSXSVWXMQYPMXSXLIGIRXVEPRIV
ZSYWW]WXIQXSWXMQYPEXIEVIWTSRWI
,IEPXL][LMXIQEXXIVOIITWXLIGIRXVEP
RIVZSYWW]WXIQ[SVOMRKIJJIGXMZIP]ERH
QE]VIHYGIVMWOSJPIEVRMRKHMWEFMPMXMIW
EW[IPPEWMQTEMVIHQSXSVJYRGXMSRW
8LIIHYGEXMSREPFIRI½XWSJVIEHMRK
EVI[MHIP]ORS[R&YXVIEHMRKEPWS
TVSZMHIWELSWXSJSXLIVFIRI½XW

Hamlin continued......
8LI97%0YKI[SQIR´W
XIEQMRGPYHIW.YPME'PYOI]
SJ%YKYWXE1EMRI[LS
NYWX[SRXLMW]IEV´WTVI
WIEWSRVEGIMR0MPPILEQQIV
7YQQIV&VMXGLIVE
±3YV[SQIR´W½IPHMW
3P]QTMERJVSQ+PIR6SGO
VIEPP]HIITERHLEWFIIR
4EERHEKSPHQIHEPMWXMR
JSVEPQSWXQ]IRXMVIGEVIIV
XLIXIEQVIPE]MRXLI
WS-ORS[-[MPPLEZIXSFI
perfect or close to it. We are =SYXL3P]QTMG+EQIW
)QMP]7[IIRI]7YJ½IPH
EPPWPMHMRKVIEPP][IPPERHMX´W
'XXLI.YRMSV;SVPH
I\GMXMRKXSORS[KSMRKMRXS
EWIEWSRXLEXER]SJSYVKMVPW 'LEQTMSRERH6E]GLIP
+IVQEMRI6SW[IPP+E
GERIRHYTKYRRMRKJSVXLI
[LSNYWXKVEHYEXIHJVSQXLI
TSHMYQ²
NYRMSVVEROW
,EQPMR[LSWXERHWJSSX
Three men are competing
ERH[IMKLWTSYRHWMW
for
spots in singles. In
XLIWIGSRHIPHIWX[SQER
EHHMXMSR97%0YKIMW
on the team. In the sport of
GEVV]MRKXLVIIQIR´W
PYKIEGGYQYPEXIHEKIERH
I\TIVMIRGIMWFIRI½GMEP7LI HSYFPIWXIEQW
[MPPXYVRSR2SZ
8LI*-0WGLIHYPIGSRWMWXW
against her teammates. “I
EQGSR½HIRXIZIV]]IEV
IWTIGMEPP]MR0EOI4PEGMHFYX
RSXTIVGIRXXLMROMRK
XLEX-[MPP[MR²WLIWEMH

SJRMRI;SVPH'YTVEGIW
MRGPYHMRKWM\XIEQVIPE]W-KPW
%YWXVMESYXWMHISJ-RRWFVYGO
MWXLIXVEHMXMSREPWXEVXMRK
TSMRXSJXLI*-0XSYV[LMGL
MWTVIHSQMRERXP]FEWIHMR
)YVSTI
8LMW]IEVXLIVI[MPPFIE
change of pace when the
;SVPH'YTVIXYVRWXS
2SVXL%QIVMGEJSVXLVII
VEGIWMR(IGIQFIVMRGPYHMRK
FSXL97%0YKIXVEMRMRK
WMXIWMR4EVO'MX]ERH0EOI
4PEGMH,EQPMR[SR´XEGXYEPP]
GSQTIXIMRXLI;SVPH'YT
YRXMP2SZERHXLIRXLIVI
[MPPFIXLVIIGSRWIGYXMZI
VEGIWYRXMP'LVMWXQEWFVIEO
MRGPYHMRKEWXSTMR0EOI
4PEGMH(IG
±-HSR´XORS[[LIRXLIPEWX

XMQI[ILEHX[S ;SVPH
'YT VEGIWMRXLI97MJIZIV
WSMX[MPPFIKVIEX²,EQPMR
WEMH
,EQPMRLEWXLVMZIHSRLIV
LSQIXVEGOMRVIGIRX]IEVW
7LIQEHIMRXIVREXMSREP
WTSVXWLIEHPMRIWMR
F]YRI\TIGXIHP]WREXGLMRK
XLIKSPHQIHEPMRXLI
;SVPH'LEQTMSRWLMTWMR
0EOI4PEGMH[LMGLFVSOIE
HIGEHIWPSRK[MRRMRKWXVIEO
F]XLI+IVQERW
8LIRMRPEWX(IGIQFIV´W
;SVPH'YTVEGIMR0EOI
4PEGMHWLI[SREWMPZIV
QIHEPMRWMRKPIWERHLIPTIH
XLI97%VIPE]XIEQXSE
FVSR^I

;IETSPSKM^IXSSXS
SYVVIEHIVW[IVIPSGEXIH
SYVSJ½GISR3GXSFIV
XLERHXLIW[MXGLMRKSJ
SYVTLSRIWHMHRSXKSEW
WQSSXLP]EW-[SYPHLEZI
PMOIH1ER]SJ]SYLEH
MWWYIWKIXXMRKXLVSYKLXS
YW;IWMRGIVIP]ETSPS
KM^IJSVXLEX8LI2);
RYQFIVJSVXLIGSRXIWXMW

FYXMRXLI
JYXYVI]SYGEREP[E]WYWI
SYVQEMRPMRIXSIRXIVEW
[IPP
8LMWMWWYI´WGSRXIWXGPYI
GERFIJSYRHMRXLIEHSR
XLMWTEKI;I[MWL]SYEPP
XLIFIWXSJPYGO
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hello

EDITOR

thoughts from our
publisher, Fred Lee

Hello Again,
Have you ever been caught reading some persons private
mail? No then have you ever wished you could read someone’s mail but feared, you would get caught. No – ah come
on and admit it, at least to yourself you know you have.
Here is your chance. I am going to write myself a letter.
You can sit quietly and read it or sneak a quick peek and
even share it with the local town gossip. But if you do,
someone will know you have been reading my mail. Here it
goes:
Hello Again – Hello Again,
I am feeling real blue. I just read in the daily newspaper
that the World Health Organization just announced that
one of my favorite foods the world famous American hot
dog causes cancer. Who announced this earth shaking
news? The World Health Organization. Their organization
is often called Who. You know – the same name as the
idiot boy called Who Me, the one with a big jug head and
the protruding ears. Ya - that one. Possibly after all of these
]IEVWLI½REPP]JSVQIHLMWZIV]S[R;LSSVKERM^EXMSR#
What is going to happen to the boy scouts of America and
Yankee stadium when they learn their favorite food is now
on the forbidden list! It’s hard to believe no more hot dogs.
On the other hand maybe our state and federal government will slap a federal and state tax on Hot Dogs as they
have on tobacco. Between a Hot Dog and tobacco tax, we
should be able to pay for all of the socialist programs that
Albany and Washington can dream up.

They say there is always two sides to every coin, in other
[SVHW]SYGERYWYEPP]½RHE[E]XSXEOIEHZERXEKISJER]
problem. I propose that you band together with some
friend to form a very special meat processing plant right
here in the Mohawk Valley. Soon our new products will be
called the new pure New York Cold Dog. With hot dogs
going out of fashion, the success of the New York Cold Dog
should be an over night sensation. I can hear it now – loud
speakers claiming “come buy my Cold Dog the best Cold
Dog in town.” Possibly we can offer Erie Canal Cold Dog
Mustard. Buns will be next.
I’m sure after reading the following you will remember
when the Who Me group of that era declared cranberries caused cancer. After nearly destroying the cranberry
bog farmers they declared an oops and decided if you ate
IRSYKLGVERFIVVMIWXS½PPEFEXXPIWLMTMXQMKLXTPE]WSQI
mysterious negative part in your health. But could not
prove it. Can you imagine Thanksgiving dinner without
cranberries?
Then the Who Me’s took on one of New York’s largest
agriculture products. They tried their best to sap all of the
strength out of the apple orchard industry. The Who Me
boy struck again and said that a product called Alar which
orchard owners used to spray on apple trees caused cancer.
Alar gave special strength to the apple tree to hold onto
the apple giving the apple time to grow into grade A size
and add desirable color. I believe it was Cornell University
that gave the Who Me gang a much-deserved horselaugh.
Stating that if an apple loving person ate tons of apples and
lived to be 90 years old – possibly it might have some effect
but they doubted it. Once again the Who Me’s made fools
of themselves while hurting others, and could not prove
anything. As always the N.Y. State apple is and has always
been, one of the greatest healthy fruits.

you consider yourself to be an American (U.S.A.) citizen and
intend to vote during the next presidential election it would
be best if you understood.
I will attempt to present only facts:
1. On September 11, 2012 in Libya the Embassy Compound was attacked and Ambassador Christopher Stevens
and three other Americans were killed.
2. The Obama Administration immediately presented the
attack as a spontaneous mob back lash to an anti-Muslim
you tube video. (The key word is spontaneous)
3. Both President Obama and Secretary of State Clinton
on several occasions claimed it was a mob organized attack
and not planned before hand.
4. The next day after the attack Mrs. Clinton mentioned the
video twice as the cause.
5. The same afternoon Mrs. Clinton had a call with the
Egyptian Prime Minister. She told him “We know that the
EXXEGOMR0MF]ELEHRSXLMRKXSHS[MXLXLI½PQ-X[EWE
planned attack not a protest.
6. For several days – possibly weeks after Mrs. Clinton and
Ms. Rice and President Obama continued to spin the video
lie.
What does all of this mean – simply put in good English
all three of these people cannot be trusted to tell the truth.
Should I say Mrs. Clinton used a different form of truth?
Call it what you choose, but I doubt she or Ms. Rice or Mr.
Obama would submit to a lie detector test.
Now in my opinion: Why was all of this very serious blarney used by those three. It was a Presidential election year
and they did not choose to let American voters see how
poorly they handled the protection of their (our) American
Ambassador and staff.

It seems only sensible to sign off on this letter to myself
as I want to discuss something about the Lady who wants
to become president and I wouldn’t want anyone to pull a
Who Me at her expense.

I believe there is a Holy Bible verse which states “The truth
will set you free” Common sense says a lie can cause you a
pack of trouble. Can you imagine what it would be like to
lose a presidential election and the trust and respect of millions of fellow citizens, due to a lie, which served no purpose
to start with.

Do you mean I think she is a liar? I didn’t say that did I? I
merely said she must have been stating some other kind of
truth.

Fred Lee

The following may be somewhat complicated. However if

Guidelines for a workplace holiday party
,SPHXLITEVX]SYXSJXLISJ½GI%TEVX]MRXLISJ½GI
may feel like an extended work day. Find a location that is
GPSWIXSXLISJ½GIERHEWGSRZIRMIRXJSVIZIV]SRI[LS
plans to attend as possible. A change of atmosphere could
help guests relax and be more inclined to have a good time.
• Let employees bring a date. To facilitate a family feel,
IRGSYVEKI[SVOIVWXSFVMRKXLIMVWTSYWIWSVWMKRM½GERXSXLers to the party. This helps to separate the event from the
XVEHMXMSREPSJ½GIIRZMVSRQIRXERHQE]LIPTJSWXIVHIITIV
friendships and employee loyalty.
• Stick to company dress code. Employees should wear
WMQMPEVGPSXLMRKXS[LEXMWI\TIGXIHMRXLISJ½GIIRZMVSRment. It’s best to present a picture of professionalism. Now
is not the time to try out a racy dress or a funny gag T-shirt.
1ER]SJ½GIWLSWXTEVXMIWJSVWXEJJGSQIXLILSPMHE]WIEWSR
Such work events intend to thank employees for a year of
service and encourage coworkers to interact in a more
casual fashion.

• Plan the party during work hours. Having the party begin
during the workday discourages potentially unsafe behavior.
End the party just when you would a normal workday.

Many employees eagerly await the opportunity to let loose
with their coworkers and share a few laughs at the height of
the holiday season. But holiday parties can be a lot of work
and require management and employees to work together
to ensure everyone has a fun and safe time.

• Be careful with alcoholic beverages. A few spirited drinks
can help guests relax and feel more at ease at the party, but
too many can lead to unruly behavior and liability issues.
Employers are responsible for seeing guests home safely
after a party. Keep alcohol to a minimum or choose not to
offer it at all.

4PERRMRKELSPMHE]SJ½GITEVX]VIUYMVIWQSVIXLERNYWX
HIGOMRKXLILEPPW8SIRWYVI]SYVSJ½GITEVX]MWWYGGIWWJYP
and safe this holiday season, consider the following tips.

3J½GILSPMHE]TEVXMIWEPPS[GS[SVOIVWXSWSGMEPM^IERHKIX
to know one another on a deeper level. Guidelines can help
ensure a successful party. 

EDITOR
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Rogue & Royale Boutique
from Clinton was key to her
success. Lynsey said, “I knew
I always wanted to open in
Clinton.” She explained that
the historic town with its
village green and businesses
that support each other is
the perfect atmosphere for
starting a business.
Rogue & Royale began
online as an e-commerce
site. The proof of concept
worked so Lynsey made
the decision to open a
brick and mortar shop.
The current location
became available last July
and after renovations the
new boutique opened
in November 2014. The
women’s contemporary
boutique offers modern
lifestyle clothes.

by Al Dorantes

is your style source.

Rogue & Royale Boutique,
located at 4 College Street
in historic Clinton, New
York is your destination for
women looking for unique
fashion. Open Tuesday Friday 12pm - 6pm, Saturday
11am - 4pm, and with
extended hours during the
holiday season this boutique

3[RIV0]RWI]6MJ¾IKVI[
up in Clinton. She noticed
the town’s need for a shop
for the younger generation,
college demographic, and
any charismatic women
looking for contemporary
fashion. Lynsey saw an
opportunity and ran with
it. She explained that being

6MJ¾II\TPEMRIHXLEX6SKYI
& Royale has a huge local
following of trend setters
looking for one of a kind,
limited quantity pieces.
Rogue & Royale’s customer
base really has no age
demographic; they cater to
everybody. With styles for
every age group they are
sure to have what you are
looking for.
Rogue & Royale is one of
the only distributors in the
area for Daniel Wellington.
Daniel Wellington is a
watch maker specializing
in watches with swappable
bands. They are widely
followed on Instagram. Their

Learn something new today
• Learn a new language. If you have always dreamed of traveling internationally and
speaking in a country’s native tongue, begin taking lessons. A Gallup Poll indicates that only
EFSYXTIVGIRXSJ%QIVMGERWGERWTIEOERSXLIVPERKYEKIWYJ½GMIRXP]IRSYKLXSGEVV]SRE
conversation, although many agree that knowing a second language is a good skill to have. In
addition to private tutors or classes at nearby community colleges, make use of foreign language apps and computer programs, which allow you to practice in the comforts of home.
Depending on how much time you can devote to studying, it may be just a matter of a few
months before you have mastered a new language. How quickly you pick up a new language
may be affected by your knowledge of other languages. For example, if you already speak
Spanish, learning French or Italian maybe easier because of similarities between these widely
spoken romance languages.
• Take up a new sport or hobby. Hobbies and sports appeal to all types of people. Adults
[LSRIZIVTEVXMGMTEXIHMRWTSVXWEWEGLMPHQE]½RHXLIMVMRXIVIWXTMUYIHYTSRNSMRMRKER
EHYPXPIEKYI(SR´XYRHIVIWXMQEXI]SYVTSXIRXMEPEFMPMXMIWSRXLITPE]MRK½IPHWSV[MXLVIKEVH
to certain hobbies. Give painting, woodworking, papercrafting, and other hands-on hobbies a
go and you may be surprised to discover the talent lies within.
• Go back to school. Even if you already have a degree, don’t be hesitant to pursue additional education. In 2013, a report in The Wall Street Journal indicated that just 29 percent
SJGSPPIKIWXYHIRXW½XXLI±XVEHMXMSREP²WXYHIRXQSPH8LEXQIERWRSRXVEHMXMSREPWXYHIRXW
many of whom are adults, make up the majority of students on campus. Many local colleges
and universities offer distance learning or adult education programs. Speak with a curriculum
EHZMWSVEFSYXETEVXMGYPEVWGLSSP´WSJJIVMRKWERH½RHSYXMJ]SY´VIIPMKMFPIJSVVIHYGIHXYMXMSR
SV½RERGMEPEMH
• See new sights. If travel is a passion of yours, make sure your passport is current and start
making plans to visit areas of the world you have always wanted to visit. Perhaps there are
particular ancient ruins you hope to see, or maybe you want to trace your genealogy back
to your ancestral homeland. 

vision is that when someone
thinks of a preppy dressed
person, he or she is wearing
a Daniel Wellington watch.
Rogue & Royale’s big 1st
anniversary is coming up. It
falls right around the time
of the Village of Clinton
Shopper‘s Stroll (November
27 & 28). On Small Business
Saturday Lynsey and Rogue
& Royale will host an open
house with hors d’oeuvres,
sales, and specials. By
that time Lynsey will have
completed renovations to
Rogue & Royale’s loft area.
That will allow them to add
more inventory including
local jewelry artist’s goods.
Rogue & Royale currently
works with 2 local jewelry
artists; Gypsy Treasure and
KD’s Closet.
6MJ¾ILSTIWXLEXLIVPSJX
expansion and its additional
inventory will eventually
lead into her expansion into
another market. Lynsey said,
“The goal for the Rogue &
Royale brand is to expand
into outlying areas.” She
added, “I want people to
think, if you buy something
here you’re going to be one

in a million”
On the sidewalk outside
Rogue & Royale Boutique,
a sign with chalk letters
extolled the virtue, “friends
don’t let friends shop
@ chain stores.” That

philosophy reigns at Rogue
& Royale Boutique. For
more information follow
them on Facebook: Rogue
& Royale Boutique 
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Snipe hunting
ning. The grownups exchanged stories about their lives and
happenings over the past year. Valentine listened to their
conversation, his dark eyes bright with interest as he waited
for a piece of the freshly baked apple pie on the cupboard.
During dinner, Walter proved as obnoxious as he was last
year. “So whadda you country hicks do around here for
fun?” he asked during a quiet moment at the table.
Valentine decided not to answer. He let the remark pass,
but Valentine’s father stopped chewing his food, put his fork
down and looked directly at Walter. After that, Walter knew
enough to keep quiet.
by Joan O. Scharf
Valentine and his best friend, Ralphie, were in the meadow
behind the barn skipping stones across the pond. It was
IEVP]EJXIVRSSRERHXLI]LEHKMZIRYTSR½WLMRKEJXIVSRP]
one nibble in the past hour. Bees buzzed their tireless way
from plant to plant, but not much else was moving in the
warm fall air.
“I gotta go home now,” Valentine said.
“Did ya see that one?” asked Ralphie. He squinted and
shaded his eyes as he watched the stone he had just thrown
skip three times across the pond’s placid surface. “Wadda ya
gotta go home for?”
“Company is comin’. Should be here by now.”
“Who’s comin’?”
“My Aunt Stella and Uncle Bennie from New York City.
And my cousin, Walter,” answered Valentine.
“Is he the kid who was here last year? The one who thinks
he knows everything?”
“Yeah. That’s Walter. Just because he’s a year older than
me, he thinks he’s a lot smarter. He’s always braggin’ that
everything in the city is better. And when they stayed with
us last summer, he said our house was dumpy. Then he said
there was nothin’ to do around here ‘cept count cows.”
%JI[QSVIWXSRIW[IRX¾]MRKSZIVXLIQMVVSVSJXLI
pond, making tiny plinks as they came in contact with the
water.
Valentine looked over at his friend. “Ralphie, whadda ya say
we go snipe hunting tonight.”
Ralphie broke into a grin. “Sounds good to me. I’ll get my
brother, Owen, to come, and I’ll bring Frank and Joe Darski.
What about we meet up back of your barn ‘round nine
o’clock tonight?” A sly smile slid over Ralphie’s face. His
bright red hair, clipped by his mother, stuck out in uneven
patches giving him an impish look. “And be sure you bring
Walter.”
Valentine’s mother was a good cook, and he, along with
his parents and guests enjoyed the dinner meal that eve-

When the meal was over, the ladies cleared the table and
went off into the kitchen to do dishes, while the men went
into the parlor to smoke their cigars.
Valentine and Walter sat on the front porch steps watching
the setting sun and listening to the peeper frogs from the
nearby marsh.
“Warm out. Good night for snipe hunting,” Valentine
commented.
Walter turned his head to look at him, but Valentine stared
straight ahead.
±7RMTILYRXMRK#²;EPXIV½REPP]EWOIH
“Yeah. Hunt for snipes. Haven’t you ever been?”
Walter hesitated. “Well, I don’t have a gun.”
“Don’t need one,” Valentine answered. “You hunt snipes
with sticks. A few guys from down the road are coming
over in a while to go. You wanna join us?”
Walter shrugged. “Sure. Why not? Least it’s somethin’ to
do around this boring place. Bet I can catch as many as you
can.”
Ralphie with his older brother, Owen, along with Joe and
Frank were already down behind the barn by the time
Valentine and Walter got there. They hung out for a few
minutes getting to know the visiting cousin, and then Valentine went into the barn and returned with several large
burlap sacks.
“What’s that for?” asked Walter.
“For the snipes,” answered Valentine. “Here’s how we do
it around here…We go to this clearing in the woods and
FYMPHYWEPMXXPI½VI.YWXEPMXXPISRIWSXLIWRMTIWGERWIIMX
‘cause snipes tend to run toward light. One of us will squat
HS[RF]XLI½VIERHOIITXLIFEKSTIRSRXLIKVSYRHERH
the rest will circle through the woods and beat the bushes
with sticks on our way back towards it. That scares ‘em out
XS[EVHXLI½VIPMKLXMRXSXLIFEK'SQISR[IKSXXELYVV]
afore it gets too dark to see where we’re goin’.”
;MXL6EPTLMIPIEHMRKXLI[E]XLI][EPOIHWMRKPI½PIMRXS
the shadowy woods where twigs crackled beneath their feet,
and they had to duck underneath an occasional low hanging
branch. The sun had dipped below the horizon, but its last

thin rays and the fullness of the rising moon allowed enough
PMKLXJSVXLIQXS½RHXLIGPIEVMRK
Walter looked around uneasily as the others gathered a
pile of dry wood chips and stacked a ring of stones around
them. A match was produced from someone’s pocket. Ralphie’s red hair contrasted with Valentine’s dark strands as the
FS]WPIERIHMRXSKIXLIVXSMKRMXIEWQEPPFYXPMZIP]½VI
Ralphie spoke, directing his words toward Walter. “Ok,
now the next thing is we sneak out a ways into the woods
to form sort of a big circle. Then we come back towards
XLI½VIFIEXMRKXLIFVYWLERHXVIIW[MXLXLIWILIVIPSRK
sticks, and that scares out the snipes. Snipes run toward
light, so someone stays here to hold the bag open real still
SRXLIKVSYRHFIWMHIXLI½VIERHXLIWRMTIWHEWLMRXSXLI
bag to hide.”
;EPXIV´WI]IWHEVXIHEVSYRH8LI¾MGOIVMRKPMKLXSJXLI½VI
seemed to increase the darkness of the woods. He wet his
lips. “How far out there do we have to go?”
“Well, we gotta go out far enough to make sure we get
enough snipes on the run,” answered Valentine. He paused.
“Say, I got an idea. Since we know the woods pretty good
and we’re more used to snipe hunting, why don’t we go out
to scare the snipes and you can be the one to stay here by
XLI½VI#²
Although he tried not to show it, relief crossed Walter’s
face. He didn’t care for the thoughts of going off into the
thick pines and heavy brush in the dark by himself.
“Now Walter, when we start to beat the bushes with our
sticks and make noise on our way back here, we may scare
out a coon or two, and maybe even a fox or weasel, but
don’t worry, only the snipes will head for the bag. You just
have to hold it open real still. Snipes are furry quick moving
little critters. Don’t be scared of ‘em. They don’t bite, but
they kick like crazy, so you’ll know when you get one. Just
close up the end of the bag fast. You should have a couple
by the time we get back,” Valentine said.
Ralphie began pointing. “Frank, take your stick and head in
that direction, and Joe, you go in past those trees. Owen,
how about you slip in the woods over there. Val can work
his way in from that side, while I go down by the creek.”
Quietly, one by one, the boys melted into the darkness.
8LI½VIWPS[P]KVI[HMQQIVYRXMPSRP]EJI[¾EQIW
danced on top of the embers. An occasional hoot of an owl
was heard, along with soft rustling of leaves or an occasional
chirp of an insect. The next sounds to reach Walter’s ears
were faint shrieks of laughter coming from the direction of
the barn, as he knelt knees aching, in the quiet of the woods
waiting and waiting and holding the bag.
That was the night Walter learned who really gets caught
on a snipe hunt. 
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Treat yourself to
some much-needed pampering
The daily grind sometimes is exhausting. In fact, a poll from the Robert Wood Johnson
Foundation and the Harvard School of Public Health found that 49 percent of Americans
reported having a major stressful event or experience in the past year, and 26 percent of
people said they had a “great deal” of stress.
In small amounts, stress can push a person to act and grow. But constant stress can
become debilitating and has been linked to a compromised immune system and other
unhealthy side effects. This is why a number of people resolve to reduce stress.
In addition to taking on fewer responsibilities, engaging in some activities to promote a
relaxed mind and body can help alleviate stress and tension. Though the term “pampering”
may not appeal to everyone, a day of pampering might be just what you need to relieve
stress and unwind.
• Get a full-body massage. Licensed massage therapists have the training and knowledge
to work the kinks out of your muscles and ease aches and pains. Massage therapy works
tension out of the body and can help release feel-good endorphins. A massage can improve
GMVGYPEXMSRERHLIPTVIHYGIFPSSHTVIWWYVI-X´WHMJ½GYPXXS[EPOSYXSJEWTE[MXLSYXJIIPMRK
relaxed.
• Schedule a manicure and pedicure appointment. If you do not have time for a full massage, having your hands and feet pampered can be a good substitute. Manicures and pedicures are not just for ladies, either. Men can indulge and opt for no nail polish. Many salons
offer different types of manicures and pedicures, depending on personal preference. Spa
XVIEXQIRXWQE]MRGPYHI[EVQTEVEJ½R[E\SVLSXWXSRIWXSJYVXLIVIEWITEMRERHIRLERGI
the pleasure of the experience.
• Take a retreat. Schedule a trip to a resort or even a small hotel that is away from the
hustle and bustle of where you live. Such a respite can provide a welcome change. New
scenery and a chance to escape the daily grind can effectively relieve stress. Consider lowtech accommodations and turn your phone or tablet off for a few days.
• Try relaxing aromatherapy. Aromatherapy is the use of aromatic plant extracts and essential oils to elicit mental and physical responses. Lavender is a relaxing scent that can be used
during a massage or in baths to induce a sense of calm. Experiment with other scents and
oils to achieve the desired result.
• Laugh with friends. Plan a friends’ night where you can go out for drinks and conversation
or huddle around the television and watch your favorite comedy. Laughter is often a great
medicine for stress, as is the company of other people who can provide some comic relief.
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Are craft fairs a perfect place to shop during the holidays?
]SY´PP½RHVMKLXLIVI²

Mon, Tues, Sat • 10-2 Wed, Fri • 9:30-5:30

by Daniel Baldwin
The holiday season is right
around corner, and it is no
surprise to see many people
getting a head start towards
holiday shopping.
“People always starts
holiday shopping early,” Little
Falls resident Lisha Brown
said. “Everybody’s going
to come out, start hitting
the craft fairs, and look at
the stores. The stores are
already selling holiday stuff.”
A department store is a
perfect place to start buying,
but it is not the only place
to shop for the holidays.
Last Saturday (Oct. 24), the
Herkimer County Humane
Society hosted its third

annual holiday craft show at
the Herkimer High School.
All proceeds from this
event went to the Herkimer
County Humane Society, a
pet advocate organization
in Herkimer that provides a
safe haven for dogs and cats.

A majority of vendors at
the craft show, sold the
same products that you
[SYPHRSVQEPP]½RHEXE
department or small convenient store. There was a
big display of leather purses,
jewelry, and clothing. But
this craft fair also had many
antiques, handmade products, holiday decorations,
and other things that you
[SYPHRSX½RHMRERSVQEP
store.

Event organizer and Humane Society Vice President.
Natalie Massita said that this
high school craft fair was a
perfect place for residents
to shop for the holidays and
a perfect chance for them
to get a head start from the
holiday shopping mayhem.

“You can get things that
]SYHSR´X½RHEXE1EG]´W
or anything like that,” Diana
Williams of New Hartford
said, “and they’re always
well-made and they’re
always nice people that are
selling as opposed to some
of the people that are in
discount stores that are not
too happy to cooperate and
help you.”

±8LMWMWHI½RMXIP]KSMRKXS
help people get a head start
towards holiday shopping,”
she said. “There’s a good
variety of items and crafters
here. You’ve got it all right
here. Anything you want

Sixty vendors attended the
fair, according to Massita.
Many residents, who participated and/or sold products
at this event, said they would
prefer shopping in a room
full of homemade crafts.

“I would buy more at a
craft show because you’re
helping local people and
businesses,” Humane Society
board member Teresa Robinson said.
Barbara Brown of Ilion
said that a craft fair and
store have a big difference
in craftsmanship. “There
is more thought that goes
into a homemade gift,” she
said. “There is thought, care,
and quality. A lot of the
department stores are made
from other companies and
countries.”
Whether people prefer
shopping at a craft fair or
store, a few individuals do
know that it is important to
get a head start on holiday
shopping in order to avoid
the Black Friday and holiday
chaos.
“
People start holiday shopping early,” Lisha Brown said.
“People are going to come
out and start hitting the
craft fairs. The stores have
already started displaying
their holiday product.” 

Daniel J. Enea Funeral and Cremation Care
by Jessica Arsenault Rivenburg
The business of funeral services is changing.
Once upon a time when a loved one died,
those left would automatically call their
hometown family funeral service. Calling
hours and funerals would draw out over
days. Cremation was rare.
Today, people are tending toward quicker
events, holding calling hours and funeral
services on the same day. People are
WLSTTMRKEVSYRHXS½RHXLIFIWXVEXI%RH
cremation rates are nearing 50 percent,
according to the National Funeral Directors
Association.
In response to the changing landscape,
there is a relatively new option in funeral
services in the Mohawk Valley: Daniel J. Enea
Funeral and Cremation Care.
Opened in October 2013, Enea’s funeral
and cremation facility, on Route 5 between
Herkimer and Little Falls, is a full service
funeral home offering embalming services, a
bereavement counselor, cremation services,
a selection of caskets and vaults, and a full
funeral facility at a price much cheaper than
the local competition, said Owner/Operator
Daniel J. Enea.
“Less overhead,” Enea said by way of
explanation. “While I have the same space
and services, it is a more modest building,
ERH-HSR´XS[RE¾IIXSJPMQSYWMRIWERH
hearses.”
But Enea assures that does not equate to a
WEGVM½GIMRWIVZMGI

“It can be as simple or as elaborate as
you’d like,” he said. “I have access to hearses
and limousines.”
;LIRLI½VWXSTIRIHX[S]IEVWEKS
Enea said he hired an independent agency
to research and gather local funeral service
prices. What he found, was that most area
funeral homes charged between $3,000
and $5,000 for a full service funeral, and
between $1,000 and $3,000 for cremation.
So Enea set his prices well below those
marks. “I’m fortunate to be able to offer
such reasonable prices,” Enea said.
Enea, who comes from a family full of
funeral directors, has been in the funeral
business much of his life and has had his
funeral director’s license for 15 years. The
line began with his maternal grandfather, Ed
Holleran, in 1949, Enea said. Holleran passed
the torch to Enea’s father, Harry Enea, of
Enea Family Funeral Homes, and Dan Enea
struck out on his own in 2011. 
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910 Plants
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960 RVs & Motor Homes
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980 Restaurant Supplies
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1096 Sports
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1148 Travel
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1170 Truck Parts & Equipment
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Announcements

# # # # #
ADVERTISERS

Get the best responses from
your advertisements by
including the age, condition,
price and best calling hours.
Also, we always recommend
insertion for at least 2 issues
for
maximum
benefits.
DEADLINE for placing ads is
FRIDAY prior to edition date.
Call Peg at 1-800-836-2888
or 518-673-0111
CHECK YOUR AD - ADVERTISERS should check their

ads on the first week of
insertion. Lee Publications,
Inc. shall not be liable for
typographical, or errors in
publication except to the
extent of the cost of the first
weeks insertion of the ad,
and shall also not be liable
for damages due to failure to
publish an ad. Adjustment
for errors is limited to the
cost of that portion of the ad
wherein the error occurred.
Report any errors to 800836-2888

Automotive
ATTENTION:
Remanufactured starters, alternators,
generator. Prompt service,
Gary D. Sneath 315-826-7892

For Rent

Real Estate For Sale

DAN’S DRIVEWAY SEALING.
Residential and Commercial
line striping, symbols. Plus all
lawncare needs. Mowing,
landscaping, planting, hedge
trimming, mulching. Fully
insured. 315-225-1683

183 Main Street,
Sharon Springs, NY 13459
Legal live-in storefront with 1
to 2 bedrooms in Sharon
Springs, NY. Very sunny,
1,000 s/f storefront with
large front porch. 2 entrance
doors will allow you to have
a separate shop or to sublet
part of the space to an independent shopkeeper to help
with the rent. New kitchen
appliances and shower.
Beautiful setting. $775/
month includes heat and hot
water. Tenant pays electric.
Available June 1st or sooner.
References and verifiable
long-term employment a
must. Best contact
giacomo.dennis@gmail.com
or call 518-312-3800 and
leave a message.

MAN WITH A PICKUP
TRUCK:
Small
moves,
cleanouts, fall leaf clean-up,
snowplowing. 315-982-9302,
315-542-2056

ILION: Beautiful upstairs
apartment. Two bedroom,
appliances, laundry facility,
parking, no smoking/pets.
Lease, references. 315-8662552

Wanted
ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

ROOM FOR RENT: Mohawk.
$70.00 per week. 315-9401110
CLIP & SEND

Health Care/Products
ORGANIC HERBS & TEAS ~
DIY Supplies for
Soaps,
Salves, Tinctures and Lotions
~ Natural & Local Food Store
~ Dr. Oz recommend products
~ check out Facebook
“Healthy Living Shop at Newport Marketplace” 315-9414230. 7583 Main St., Newport

Legal Services
BANKRUPTCY, Uncontested
Divorce, Family Court, Closings, Traffic; Attorney Fee
$525.00. Richard Kaplan 315724-1850

WANTED

JUNK CARS,
TRUCKS & VANS
PAYING $50 & UP
7 Days a Week

315-335-3302
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Collectibles

To Place An Ad Call:
1-800-836-2888

ATTENTION: Collector Buying
WWI & WWII & earlier Military
Helmets, Swords, Uniforms,
Foreign Decorations, Banners, etc. Call anytime 315534-3661

To Subscribe Call:
888-596-5329
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MAIL
OR CALL

Cars, Trucks, Trailers
2003 CAVALIER LS Automatic, sunroof, alloy wheels.
185,000 miles. Runs Excellent. Body Fair. $1,200 OBO.
518-332-0395

Services Offered

Real Estate For Sale
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PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428

$4.00/

Ph: 518-673-3011 OR 800-836-2888

14 words
$.10 each additional
per week

Deadline Friday 2pm - Fill Out This Form OR
Call Us To Place Your Reader Ad
• CLASSIFIED READER AD FORM •
Today s Date________
COPY:

____ # of Weeks to Run

______Starting Issue Date (Friday Date)

(First 14 words $4.00, each additional word 10¢, phone number counts as one word)

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

14 words - $4.00

15 words - $4.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

16 words - $4.20

17 words - $4.30

18 words - $4.40

19 words - $4.50

20 words - $4.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

21 words - $4.70

22 words - $4.80

23 words - $4.90

24th word - $5.00

25 words - $5.10

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

26 words - $5.20

27 words - $5.30

28 words - $5.40

29th word - $5.50

30 words - $5.60

______________

______________

______________

______________

31 words - $5.70

32 words - $5.80

33 words - $5.90

34th word - $6.00

Name (Print): ____________________________________________________________________
Farm/Company Name: ______________________________________________________________
Street: __________________________________________ County: ________________________
City: __________________________________________ State: __________ Zip: ______________
Phone #:______________________ Fax #: __________________ Cell #: ____________________
Email Address: ____________________________________________________________________
Payment Method: K Check/Money Order K American Express K Discover K Visa K MC
Card #: ____________________________________________________ Exp. Date: ____________
MM / YY
* (REQ.) Card Security Code #____________
Name on Credit Card (print): ________________________________________________________
Signature: ______________________________________________ Today s Date: ______________
MM / YY
Amount Paid: __________________________________________________
Ph: 518-673-3011 or 800-836-2888 • Fax: 518-673-2381 • Email: classified@leepub.com

Mail: Editor, PO Box 121, Palatine Bridge, NY 13428
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ANSWERS

“Courage is being
scared to death...and
saddling up anyway.”
— John Wayne
John Wayne at Knott’s Berry Farm in 1971.
Photo courtesy of the Orange County, CA
Archives
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to Navigate Senior Life
iffe
Getting old is tough. Aches
and pains and new challenges
appear every day. Getting out
of bed in the morning is an
adventure accompanied by its own
soundtrack of complaining joints
and muscles. Getting old is tough;
but it doesn’t have to be. There
are options and solutions to most
aspects of aging.
Aging is inevitable. Nobody likes
to talk honestly about the changes
that happen to our bodies and our
families while we age. It is like an
elephant in the room. Eldercare
6SRWOLJKWZLOOR̆HUDFDQGLGDQG
honest conversation about aging.
We’ll talk about the good, the bad,
and the ugly elements of aging.
$QGZHZLOOR̆HU\RXRSWLRQVDQG
solutions. There is more to getting
old than using a pill box with the
days of the week on it.
When polled, seniors voiced 3
primary concerns about living
independently in their senior
years health problems, mental
problems, and driving/keeping
their car. These concerns are

indelibly linked to the desire to age
in place, stay at home. Eldercare
Spotlight will discuss ways to
maintain physical and mental
health including exercise and
nutrition. We will also talk about
what options are available if you
have to surrender your license or
give up driving.
We will talk about ways to
maintain your home while you
age. The goal, of most people, is
to age in place and be happy while
doing it. There are organizations
DQGJURXSVWKDWR̆HUDVVLVWDQFH
to seniors. We will discuss which
organizations and service groups
are appropriate for you. Each
unique problem a senior will
encounter will have its unique
solution and each organization has
their own specialties.
There are many positive aspects
of aging; wisdom, free time,
the ability to learn new things,
and more. As seniors have
accumulated their years they
have also accumulated wisdom.
Many seniors have the unique

asset of free time. You can do
whatever you want whenever you
want. Eldercare Spotlight will
R̆HUWLSVRQKRZWRPD[LPL]H
organize, and optimize your free
WLPH<RXUJROGHQ\HDUVR̆HUDQ
opportunity to learn new things.
<R
RX¿QDOO\KDYHWLPHWROHDUQWR
paint or play the guitar. We will
WHOO\RXZKHUH\RXFDQ¿QGDFODVV
or workshop. Seniors encounter
situations ranging from depression
to romance and everything in
between. Eldercare Spotlight will
even touch on dating.

Sponsored by:

Senior living and eldercare is a
complex issue with many facets.
Eldercare Spotlight will be a
resource for you for topics from
nutrition to dating. The golden
years are, like any other time of
life, fraught with trials and ups
and downs. Eldercare Spotlight
hopes to address concerns and
answer questions. If you have an
Eldercare topic or question please
email it to: eldercarespotlight@
gmail.com

Managing the cos
stts off assis
a sted living
Care Costs conducted by
MetLife, the national averaver
age for assisted living base
rates was $3,550 per month
in 2012. In the 2015 Cost of
Care Survey conducted by
*HQZRUWK)LQDQFLDOWKHDVsisted living, national-menational-me
dian monthly rate was now
$3,600 — and it’s only
H[SHFWHGWRJURZ$̆RUGLQJ
these homes and apart
apartments can be challenging
IRUWKRVHZLWK¿[HGLQcomes, but there are some
strategies that can help.
The payment method that
serves you best will depend
on your unique circumcircum
stances, but there are options available.

Consider
o
the diff
ffeerent options avvailab
a ble to help pay foor assisted living servicces
es.
As individuals age, various circumstances have to
be reassessed. A current living situation may not be
meeting the needs of a senior who may be having difdif
¿FXOW\FDULQJSURSHUO\IRUKLPVHOIRUKHUVHOI)DPLOLHV
welcom
often consider senior residences to provide welcoming and safe environments for their loved ones during
the golden years of their lives. These facilities may
range from independent living homes with minimal
FDUHR̆HUHGWRQXUVLQJKRPHVWKDWSURYLGHPRUHLQtensive care when needed. Somewhere in the middle
indepen
lies assisted living homes, which blend the independence of personal residences with other amenities,
such as the housekeeping, medication reminders or
meal services.
Assisted living can be a viable option when a person
can no longer live alone, but such facilities come with
a price. According to a Market Survey of Long-Term

• Long-term care insurance: Long-term care insurinsur
ance is specialized insurance that is paid into and
may cover the cost of assisted living facilities and
other medical care, depending on the policy. The
American Association for Long-Term Care Insurance
says that only roughly 3 percent of Americans have
this type of insurance, but it is something to consider
during working years.
• Personal savings: Some people have the means
to pay for assisted living with their own savings and
retirement nest eggs. However, it’s easy for savings
to become depleted when facing a $40,000+ per year
bill.

/LIHLQVXUDQFH$¿QDQFLDODGYLVRUPD\DGYRFDWH
to pay for assisted living with a life insurance policy.
Some companies enable you to cash out for “acceler
“accelerDWHG´RU³OLYLQJ´EHQH¿WVZKLFKXVXDOO\LVDEX\EDFN
of the policy for 50 to 75 percent of the face value.
Other third parties may purchase the policy for a
settlement of a lump sum, again roughly 50 to 75
percent of the policy’s face value, according to Caring.
com, an online source for support and information
about the needs of aging people.
• Location: Costs of assisted living facilities vary
depending on location. It’s possible to get a lower
PRQWKO\UDWHVLPSO\E\FKRRVLQJDIDFLOLW\LQDGL̆HUent state.
• Negotiation: Not all prices are set in stone. Speak
with a manager at the facility and see if there is any
SULFHÀH[LELOLW\RUPRYHLQLQFHQWLYHV<RXDOVRPD\
be able to get a lower rate by negotiating certain a-lacarte costs against all-inclusive pricing. Perhaps you
do not need laundry or shopping services, and family
PHPEHUVFDQ¿OOLQWKHJDSVUHGXFLQJ\RXUELOO
9HWHUDQ¶VEHQH¿WV0DQ\YHWHUDQVDUHHOLJLEOHIRU
FDUHEHQH¿WVWKDWFDQR̆VHWWKHFRVWRIDVVLVWHGOLYLQJ
care.
• Rooms: Opting for a smaller room or sharing a
space can keep costs down as well. See if shared
rooms are a possibility.
Assisted living is a necessity for thousands of people.
([SORUHWKHZD\VWR¿QDQFHWKLVSXUFKDVH 
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Eye Q of CNY
by Al Dorantes
Eye Q of CNY LLC, is the area’s newest
full service Vision Care Provider. They are
located in the Men’s Warehouse Plaza at
4660 Commercial Drive in New Hartford,
New York. “Your smart choice in Eye Care,”
offers quality service, a convenient location,
and incredible pricing all under one roof.
The Eye Q team consists of Diane Engell,
a Licensed Optician, and Dr. Joseph A.
Carrock, Optometrist. They have been
working together since 2009 at the previous
7IEVW3TXMGEP(MERIXLIS[RIVERHSJ½GI
manager, has thirteen years experience

in the optical industry. She has a BS in
Business from SUNY IT in Utica. Doctor
Carrock has over twenty years experience
as an Optometrist. He is a graduate of New
England College of Optometry and a native
of Utica.
In today’s competitive environment what
drives a pair of professionals to open a
business? They literally had no place to go
when the Sears Department Store closed.
(SGXSV'EVVSGO[EWPIEWMRKSJ½GIWTEGI
inside the store. Luxottica Retail owned
and operated the optical dispensary. The
closure was very unexpected. With limited
options it was either leave the practice

behind or open a new facility. Eye Q of
CNY LLC was started. It is an old business
with a new name and new location.
Opened in September, after 90 days of
hurrying to get everything in order. Diane
explained that they were very lucky; they
were at the right place at the right time.
Once the decision was made to open, she
contacted Pavia Realty. Then everything fell
into place. They wanted to be conveniently
located for their customers from Sears
somewhere near the Mall. Amazingly, a
space in the Men’s Warehouse Plaza vacated
in July just as they started looking. Once
they secured the space, they were equally
lucky to have a local contractor Ronald
Sperry renovate within a month. Inserra’s
Flooring and Serianni Signs got everything
in place for a quick opening. Their new
facility is 100% handicapped accessible with
ample parking near the front door. Looking
around in the store you will immediately
notice Eye Q offers a huge selection of
high quality frames. Some as low as $49.00.

Name brands include Ray Ban, Polo, Vogue,
Stetson, Via Spiga, Kenneth Cole, Ellen Tracy,
Cole Haan, Jessica McClintock and Vera
Bradley. Their fair and reasonable prices and
competitive selection of designer frames can
½X]SYVRIIHWJSV[SVOWGLSSPSVPIMWYVI
activities. If frames are not your style Eye Q
is also offers contact lenses services. They
GER½RHERH½XXLIVMKLXPIRWJSV]SY=SY
do not need to order online, they offer
competitive prices and home delivery
Eye Q’s goal is to offer the attention of a
TVMZEXISJ½GI[MXLXLITVMGIWSJEFMKGLEMR
Eye Q’s vision plans include; Eyemed, Davis
Vision, and Excellus Blue Cross/Blue Shield,
and MVP. Eye Q is open Monday through
Wednesday 10 am – 6 pm, Friday 10 -4
and Saturday 10 am - 2 pm. Eye exams are
available Monday and Wednesday 4 pm - 6
pm and Friday and Saturday 1 pm - 4 pm.
For more information go to: www.eyeqofcny.
com or follow them on Facebook: Eye Q of
CNY for sales and special offers. 

Things you will need to start a business
The following are a few
pointers for men and women thinking of starting their
own businesses.
• Understand your potential market. Once an idea
is born, research economic
conditions, competitors and
the customers you will be
WIVZMRK=SYLEZIXS½KYVI
out if there’s room for your
business, and how you can
provide something the market currently lacks. Conduct
hands-on research and
TIVYWISJ½GMEPKSZIVRQIRX
data so you can see how
the market for your industry
is faring. This information can
provide an accurate portrayal of what you are getting
yourself into.
• Write a business plan.
Business plans help prospective business owners explain
their businesses. The SBA
advises that business plans
should include company
descriptions, market analyses
(what you learned in your

research), clear rundowns
of organizational structures,
details of what you will sell,
marketing strategies, and
information on funding the
business to eventually realize
ETVS½X&YWMRIWWTPERW
will be needed to attract
potential investors, including
lenders.
+EXLIV]SYV½RERGMEP
resources. Funding is one
of the most important
elements when starting a
business. Every business
— large or small — has
start-up costs. These include
registering the business
name, printing business
cards and getting a website
or phone line. Expect scores
of business expenses, even
if you are working out of
your house at the beginning.
If you cannot fund these
start-up costs on your own,
]SY[MPPRIIHPSERWJVSQ½nancial institutions or private
investors. In some instances,
the government may offer

assistance. Prospective business owners may also be
eligible for grants from the
public and private sectors.
• Consider getting a mentor.
A mentor has been where
you are before and can
guide you along the process.
Starting a business can be
stressful, and this person will
not only offer guidance, but
emotional support as well.
• Get a good team. Successful businesses often assemFPIKVIEXWXEJJW5YEPM½IH
ready-to-work individuals
can help businesses thrive.
Devote as much time as
is necessary to assemble a
great staff. You can do this
on your own through referVEPWSVF]VIP]MRKSRWXEJ½RK
agencies that specialize in
placing talent.
While starting a business is a
popular dream and a daunting task, it can be made
easier with some simple
know-how and support. 
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Beyond The Desert
by Terry Berkson

sleeping, I found his trunk
and threw it overboard!”

I have an old friend named
Victor whose father came to
America from Aleppo, Syria
around 1920. As a young
man, he left Aleppo and his
weeping mother behind and
struck out on his own to
make his fortune. She was
very worried about her son
because she thought the
world outside of Aleppo
[EWEKVIEXHIWIVX½PPIH[MXL
thieves and treachery. So,
she prepared her son for his
long journey by giving him a
watermelon to quench his
thirst and by sewing a very
deep pocket into his pants
to protect what little money
he had from thieves.

In his travels, Aboud often
found himself in large
GVS[HW±3RIXMQIEQER
had his hand in my pocket
up to his elbow, but he
couldn’t reach my money–thanks to my mother.”

I would hear about all of
this around holidays when
Victor’s father, Aboud, and
his mother, Grace, would
invite a large group of
people to their comfortable
Brooklyn home to celebrate.
,MWQSXLIV[EWWYGLE½RI
cook that she had published
a cookbook. When I later
attended these dinners with
my wife, Alice, Grace gave
her an autographed copy.
It was after dinner and we
were all sitting in a large
living room as Aboud held
XLI¾SSV±-LEHXS[EMX
until my boat was ready, so
I walked around the city
with that watermelon on
my shoulder–-I was much
taller then,” Aboud was
XIPPMRKEGETXMZIEYHMIRGI±-
could only afford to travel
in steerage and was packed
in with the freight. When I
boarded the ship and it set
sail, there were passengers
who weren’t very nice. In
a short time I was feeling
seasick so I climbed to an
upper deck for some fresher
air. A man from second
class saw me hanging over
the rail and told me to get
back to where I belonged.
That night, when he was

When he arrived in New

York, he couldn’t speak a
word of English. He’d enter
an eatery and cluck like a
chicken so they would give
him a plate of scrambled
eggs. Life was rough, but
much better than back
in Aleppo. When he was
younger, he used to get
terrible headaches, so his
mother would take him to
some kind of doctor who
would cut his scalp with a
razor to bleed him. It didn’t
help much and when it
was again time for another
bleeding he would run away
from home to miss the
torture.
As the years in New York
passed, Aboud learned
English. The headaches
were already far behind
him when he rented a little
store on the lower east
side of Manhattan where

he sold clothes and dry
goods. Times were hard
and often a day would pass
when Aboud would scarcely
make a sale. It was hard
to put food on the table.
±-LEHXLMWGSEXLERKMRKMR
the store for a long time. I
needed to move it out, so
I cut a stack of paper the
size of dollar bills, wrapped

one dollar around it with a
rubber band and dropped
the ‘bankroll’ into a pocket
of the coat. When a patron
tried it on, I told him to feel
the deep, warm pockets!
The man reached in, felt the
roll, took a quick peek at it
and crookedly decided to
buy the coat!” Aboud said
laughing.
In the following years,
business greatly improved.
Aboud specialized in
curtains and fabrics, married
Grace-–not necessarily in
that order--and they had
three sons who became
educated and or successful
MRFYWMRIWW3RILEHWIVZIH
as a United States Marine.
My friend Victor was the
youngest son and became a
journalist. Some years ago
he made a trip that included
a visit to Hong Kong. Small

world that it is, Victor met
a man there who was of
Syrian extraction. Their
kinship inspired the man
to invite Victor to his Hong
/SRKLSQIJSV±EKSSH
Syrian meal.” The food is
similar to Greek food with
dishes like meat wrapped
in grape leaves and Victor
was treated to a great
JIEWX±;LIVIHMH]SYV
wife learn to cook like this?”
Victor asked his new friend.
Beaming, the man got up
and walked into the kitchen.
A minute later he returned
with Victor’s mother’s book,
±7]VMER'SSOMRK²F]+VEGI
Sasson.
Today, both Aboud and
Grace are gone leaving
behind many good
memories of times spent
in their home. Their three
boys have made their way
MRXLIKVIEX±HIWIVX²:MGXSV
can now afford to make his
father’s long ago voyage in
style. I often think about
him and his interests in,
among other things, jazz and
automobile racing–-which is
a long way from Aleppo. 

“

I have found that if you love life,
life will love you back.
~Arthur Rubinstein
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Why a clean air filter is important in your vehicle
Motorists routinely check
their tires for proper
MR¾EXMSRXSTSJJIRKMRI
¾YMHPIZIPWERHQEMRXEMRSMP
GLERKIWGLIHYPIW&YXWSQI
HVMZIVWHSRSXYRHIVWXERH
XLIMQTSVXERGISJOIITMRK
IRKMRIEMV½PXIVWGPIER
)RKMRIEMV½PXIVWEVIE
VIPEXMZIP]MRI\TIRWMZIZILMGPI
TEVXFYXXLI]TIVJSVQE
ZIV]MQTSVXERXNSF*SV
IZIV]KEPPSRSJKEWEGEV
FYVRWMXYWIWXLIIUYMZEPIRX
SJKEPPSRWSJEMVERH
XLEXEMVQYWXFI½PXIVIHXS
LIPTOIITERIRKMRIGPIER
%MV½PXIVWGEXGLEPPSJXLI
HYWXKVMQIMRWIGXWWET
PIEZIWERHER]SXLIVHIFVMW
XLEXQE]KIXWYGOIHYTTEWX
XLIEMVMRXEOISJXLIZILMGPI´W
KVMPPERHMRXSXLIIRKMRI
MXWIPJ;MXLSYXXLIEMV½PXIV
XLSWIGSRXEQMRERXWQE]
GSQTVSQMWIXLIIRKMRI
GEYWMRKGSVVSWMSRERHEFVEWMSR-JXLIEMV½PXIVMRXLI
IRKMRIFIGSQIWXSSHMVX]
ERHMWRSXGLERKIHVIKYPEVP]
XLIIRKMRIMWWXEVZIHSJEMV
'PIEREMV½PXIVWEPPS[NYWX
XLIVMKLXVEXMSSJEMVXSJYIP
XSIREFPIXLIIRKMRIXS
JYRGXMSRTVSTIVP])RKMRIW

Air filters need to be changed regularly to maintain the right flow of air into the engine and to protect the
engine from debris
RIIHEHIUYEXIEMVJSVXLI
GSQFYWXMSRTVSGIWWXSXEOI
TPEGI;MXLSYXXLITVSTIV
GSQFYWXMSRPIZIPWZILMGPIW
GERRSXTIVJSVQTVSTIVP]
SVIJ½GMIRXP]ERHXLIIRKMRI
QE]FYVRQSVIKEWSVKIX
JI[IVQMPIWXSXLIKEPPSR
%HMVX]½PXIVEPWSGERVSF
ERIRKMRISJTS[IV(VMZIVW
QE]RSXMGIWPYKKMWLEGGIPIV-

EXMSR
%MV½PXIVWEPWSGERKIXWS
HMVX]XLEXXLIIRKMRIWXEPPW
GSQTPIXIP]&YXWYGLE
TVSFPIQSRP]HIZIPSTWEJXIV
GSRWMHIVEFPIRIKPIGX
%MV½PXIVWQE]RSXRIIH
XSFIVITPEGIHEXIEGLERH
IZIV]SMPGLERKIWIVZMGI
GEPP1ER]XIGLRMGMERWEHZMWI

VITPEGMRKXLI½PXIVIZIV]
QMPIW,S[IZIVHVMZIVW[LSPMZIMRTEVXMGYPEVP]
HV]ERHHYWX]VIKMSRWQE]
RIIHXSVITPEGI½PXIVWQSVI
JVIUYIRXP]
1IGLERMGWGERSJXIRHIXIGX
[LIREREMV½PXIVRIIHWXS
FIVITPEGIH-JLISVWLI
RSXMGIWXLIEMV½PXIVMWTEVXMGYPEVP]HMVX]XLIRMX´WTVSFEFP]
XMQIXSVITPEGIMX6ITPEGMRKXLI½PXIVMWEVIPEXMZIP]
MRI\TIRWMZIVITEMVJSVXLI
EQSYRXSJTIVJSVQERGIERH
TIEGISJQMRHERI[½PXIV
TVSZMHIW

Did you know?
-RWYVMRKQYPXMTPIZILMGPIWERHSVHVMZIVWSRER
EYXSMRWYVERGITSPMG]QE]
TVSZIGLIETIVXLERLEZMRK
IEGLSJXLSWIHVMZIVWERH
ZILMGPIWMRWYVIHWITEVEXIP]
SRQYPXMTPITSPMGMIW8LEX´W
FIGEYWIMRWYVIVWX]TMGEPP]
SJJIVFYPOVEXIWXSTSPMG]
LSPHIVW[MPPMRKXSMRWYVIWIZIVEPZILMGPIWERHSVHVMZIVW
SREWMRKPITSPMG]&YXWYGL
HMWGSYRXWX]TMGEPP]EHLIVI
XSKYMHIPMRIWXLEXHMGXEXI
IPMKMFMPMX]*SVI\EQTPIMJXLI
LIEHSJEJEQMP][ERXWXS
MRWYVILMWSVLIVGLMPHVIR
SRXLIWEQIEYXSMRWYVERGI
TSPMG]LISVWLILEWXLIR
XLSWIGLMPHVIRX]TMGEPP]QYWX
PMWXXLIMVTEVIRXW´LSQIEW
XLIMVPIKEPVIWMHIRGI&PSSH
VIPEXMSRWEPWSQE]MR¾YIRGIIPMKMFMPMX]JSVQYPXMTPI
HVMZIVTSPMG]HMWGSYRXW-R
KIRIVEPSRP]FPSSHVIPEXMZIW
SVVIPEXMZIWF]QEVVMEKI
GERFIRI½XJVSQQYPXMTPI
HVMZIVHMWGSYRXW,S[IZIV
RSRVIPEXIHQSXSVMWXW[LS
NSMRXP]S[REZILMGPIQE]FI
IPMKMFPIJSVHMWGSYRXW
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Renovation to begin on building where Studebakers were made
the tracks from the assembly
plant more than 30 years
ago and turned it into a center that houses more than
two dozen telecommunication providers and a data
center containing thousands
of servers.

In this Oct. 14, 2015, photo, is a view of the city of South Bend and the old Union Station train depot, foreground, across the tracks from the shuttered Studebaker assembly plant in South
by TOM COYNE
Associated Press
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) _
A sprawling six-story building on the southern edge
of downtown appears to
be abandoned, for decades
standing as an unpleasant
reminder of the thousands
of jobs lost when Studebaker Corp. abruptly shut down
its assembly line.
Soon, the 92-year-old
structure could come back
to life with business of a
non-automotive type.
Entrepreneur Kevin Smith,
backed by South Bend city
SJ½GMEPW[ERXWXSXYVRXLI
950,000-square-foot building
and a pair of adjacent
two-story buildings into a
place for high-technology
businesses, manufacturing,
SJ½GIWGSRHSQMRMYQW

stores and restaurants.
“This used to be the
hubbub of town and the
heart of the community. The
community has to recognize
it can be the heart of the
community once again,’ ’ he
said.
A $4.3 million project
paid by the city to rid the
buildings of asbestos, PCBs
and lead paint was completed in September, and Smith
is in the process of applying
for work permits, although
some work already has
begun.
Mayor Pete Buttigieg said
the renovation symbolizes
what South Bend has been
through since Studebaker closed in 1963, leaving
25,000 unemployed.
“This is a structure that has
almost haunted our community for decades because

you can’t miss it. It looms
over the ballpark and the
downtown and the lights
haven’t been on for a very
long time,’ ’ he said. ``Having
the lights back on would be
extremely powerful symbol
of the future and everything
we have going on here.’ ’
Smith said he could have
constructed a new building,
but thought it would be
better if he refurbished the
assembly plant, known as
the Ivy Tower because of the
vines that once covered its
facade.
“It’s more than a building,
it’s an icon,’ ’ he said. ``There
were easier solutions, but it
wouldn’t have been better
solutions.’ ’
8LMWMWR´XLMW½VWXXMQI
restoring old buildings:
He bought the old Union
Station train depot across

Union Station has no more
SJ½GIWTEGIERHMXWHEXE
center space is about 90
percent full, which is why
Smith wants to expand.
About 150,000 square feet
in the new buildings will
be for his Union Station
Technology Center business,
using the heat created by
computers to warm the
buildings. Smith expects nine
other businesses he owns
to move in, and Purdue
Polytechnic South Bend is
interested in the space, too.
It has about 200 students
who attend class on the Indiana University South Bend
campus and is looking for
industrial space for labs.
Smith said he doesn’t know
how long the renovation will
take, saying he will do it one
step at a time.
The estimated cost to
renovate the Ivy Tower is
$102 million, which would
include $20 million in state
public funds, $20 million in
local public funds and $62
million in private funding.
Building 112 is expected to
cost $30 million and Building
113 is expected to cost
$13.9 million.
The city has promised $3.5
million to help with the improvement and has submitted a proposal to help pay
for the work to the state’s
Regional Cities Initiative,

Weekend road trip tips
* Before embarking, take out a map and plan your excursion.
Stick to locations that are within reasonable driving distance
from home. If you roam too far, you will spend more time
behind the wheel than you will enjoying your destination. LoGEXMSRWRSQSVIXLER½ZIXSWM\LSYVWE[E]WLSYPHWYJ½GI
* Get your vehicle in road trip shape by ensuring it is in good
working condition. If your car is scheduled for an oil change,
KIXSRIFIJSVIPIEZMRK-REHHMXMSRXSTSJJ¾YMHWERHFIWYVI
XLEXXMVIWEVITVSTIVP]MR¾EXIH
* Stick to the scenic routes. While they may not save you
travel time, avoiding interstates in favor of picturesque backroads will make for a much more relaxing and visually inspiring
trip. Schedule rest stops so you can get out of the car and explore along the way to your destination. Taking backroads may
also help you avoid some of your fellow weekend travelers.
* Make your long weekend a Saturday through Monday affair.
=SYQE]½RHXLIVSEHWEVIQSVIGSRKIWXIH*VMHE]XLVSYKL
Sunday. Simply starting your trip on Saturday and returning
on Monday could save you the headache of driving in heavy
XVEJ½G
* Scope out low-cost activities at your destination. Many
national parks are inexpensive and may only charge one fee
per vehicle to enter. After Labor Day, many beaches no longer

charge entry fees, making them an affordable option.
Take advantage of cooler temperatures and picturesque
scenery by planning an autumn weekend road trip. 

which is scheduled to award
two $42 million grants in
December.
Buttigieg said he likes the
idea of smaller businesses
½PPMRKXLIZSMHPIJXF]7XYHIbaker.
“I would rather have
20,000 people, having them

work 200 at a time at 100
successful companies than
have them all in one giant
½VQXLEX]SYGSYPHPSWI´ ´
he said. ``So it’s not about
replacing Studebaker. It’s
about a future that is true to
the dynamics of the century
we’re living in.’ ’ 
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Green self-driving cars take center stage at Tokyo auto show
by YURI KAGEYAMA
AP Business Writer

plan that paints Japan as a leader in automated driving technology.

TOKYO (AP) _ Visions of cars that drive
themselves without emitting a bit of pollution while entertaining passengers with
online movies and social media are what’s
taking center stage at the Tokyo Motor
Show.

Reporters got a preview look at the exhibition Wednesday, ahead of its opening to
the public Oct. 30.

Japan, home to the world’s top-selling
automaker, has a younger generation disinterested in owning or driving cars. The show
is about wooing them back. It’s also about
pushing an ambitious government-backed

Nissan Motor Co. showed a concept vehicle loaded with laser scanners, a 360 degree
camera setup, a radar and computer chips
so the car can ”think’’ to deliver autonomous driving. The Japanese automaker called
it IDS, which stands for “intelligent driving
system.’ ’

Carlos Ghosn, president and CEO of Nissan Motor Co., unveils the Nissan IDS Concept vehicle in the media
preview for the Tokyo Motor Show in Tokyo, Wednesday, Oct. 28, 2015. The biennial exhibition of vehicles in
Japan runs for the public from Friday, Oct. 30. (AP Photo/Shuji Kajiyama)
Nissan, based in Yokohama, Japan, said it
will offer some autonomous driving features
by the end of next year in Japan. By 2018,
it said vehicles with the technology will be
able to conduct lane changes on highways.
By 2020, such vehicles will be able to make
their way through intersections on regular
urban roads.
2MWWERSJ½GMEPWWEMHXLI][IVI[SVOMRK
hard to make the car smart enough to
recognize the difference between a red
XVEJ½GPMKLXERHEXEMPPMKLXPIEVRLS[XSXYVR
on intersections where white lane indicators
might be missing and anticipate from body
language when a pedestrian might cross a
street.
Nissan’s IDS vehicle is also electric, with
a new battery that’s more powerful than
the one currently in the automaker’s Leaf
electric vehicle. Although production and
sales plans were still undecided, it can travel
a longer distance on a single charge and
recharge more quickly.
A major challenge for cars that drive themselves is winning social acceptance. They
would have to share the roads with normal
cars with drivers as well as with pedestrians,
animals and unexpected objects.
That’s why some automakers at the show
are packing the technology into what looks
more like a golf cart or scooter than a car,
such as Honda Motor Co.’s cubicle-like
Wander Stand and Wander Walker scooter.
Instead of trying to venture on freeways
and other public roads, these are designed
for controlled environments, restricted to
shuttling people to pre-determined destinations.
At a special section of the show, visitors
can try out some of the so-called ``smart
mobility’’ devices such as Honda’s seat on a
single-wheel as well as small electric vehicles.
Regardless of how zanily futuristic and
even dangerous such machines might feel,
especially the idea of sharing roads with
driverless cars, that era is inevitable simply
FIGEYWIEVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGIMWJEVFIXXIVEX

avoiding accidents than human drivers, said
HIS analyst Egil Juliussen. It just might take
some time, such as until the 2030s, he said.
Such technology will offer mobility to
people who can’t drive or who don’t have
cars, and it can also reduce pollution and
KPSFEP[EVQMRKF]HIPMZIVMRKIJ½GMIRXHVMZMRK
he said.
Other automakers, including General
Motors, BMW, Mercedes, Toyota and Tesla
are working on self-driving technology, as
are companies outside the industry, such as
Google and Uber.
Cars already can connect to the Internet.
Automakers envision a future in which cars
would work much like smartphones today,
to have passengers checking email, watching
movies or checking out social media and
leaving the driving to the car.
Honda Chairman Fumihiko Ike, who is also
head of Japan Automobile Manufacturers
Association which is organizing the show,
said the Japanese government was putting
tremendous pressure on Japan’s automakers
to perfect self-driving features.
Japan is eager to showcase such technology
in time for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, such as
having driverless cars pick up athletes from
airports and taking them to Olympic Village.
But Ike acknowledged he had doubts. Unexpected things could happen on roads, like
a package falling out of a van, and the human
brain has better powers of the imagination
XLERXLIFIWXEVXM½GMEPMRXIPPMKIRGILIWEMH
“We have to see,’ ’ Ike said on when
self-driving cars might become common.
DD8LI½REPERW[IV[MPPFIJVSQXLI[LSPI
society.’ ’
Toyota President Akio Toyoda said the
XIGLRSPSK]LEWGPIEVFIRI½XWFYXEPWSWLEVIH
Ike’s reservations.
“It’s not that easy,’ ’ he told reporters on
the sidelines of the show. ``We are pursuing
the technology, but we are also just being
realistic.’ ’ 
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GM recalling 1.4 million cars; oil leaks can cause engine fires
by TOM KRISHER
AP Auto Writer
DETROIT (AP) _ For the
third time in seven years,
General Motors is recalling
cars that can leak oil and
GEXGL½VIMRWSQIMRWXERGes damaging garages and
homes.
The recall, which covers 1.4
million vehicles dating to the
1997 model year, is needed
because repairs from the
½VWXX[SVIGEPPWHMHR´X[SVO
More than 1,300 cars caught
½VIEJXIVXLI][IVI½\IHF]
dealers, the company said.
In the previous recalls, in
2008 and 2009, GM told
owners to park the cars
outside until repairs can be
QEHIWMRGIQSWXSJXLI½VIW
happened shortly after drivers turned off the engines. A
spokesman was checking to
see if the same recommen-

dation applies this time.
U.S. safety regulators
FIGEQIE[EVISJXLI½VIW
in early 2007 and GM has
since reported 19 minor
related injuries. In 2008, a
GM spokeswoman said the
cars were responsible for
½VIWMRGPYHMRKEXPIEWX
17 that burned structures.
The latest recall, mainly in
North America, includes:
the 1997-2004 Pontiac
+VERH4VM\ERH&YMGO6IKEP
the 2000-2004 Chevrolet
-QTEPEXLIERH
Chevrolet Lumina and
3PHWQSFMPI-RXVMKYIERHXLI
1998-2004 Chevrolet Monte Carlo. All have 3.8-liter V6
engines.
Over time, a valve cover
gasket can degrade, allowing
oil to seep out. Under hard
braking, oil drops can fall
SRXSXLII\LEYWXQERMJSPH
ERHGEXGL½VI*PEQIWGER

spread to a plastic spark
plug wire channel and the
rest of the engine.
8LITVSFPIQ½VWXWYVJEGIH
in 2007, when 21 consumer
complaints about engine
½VIWMRWSQISJXLIGEVW
prompted the National
,MKL[E]8VEJ½G7EJIX]%Hministration to investigate.
That probe found three
injuries. Most of the blazes
LETTIRIH½ZIXSQMRYXIW
after the engines were
turned off, according to
agency documents.
The investigation led to
the recall in March 2008 of
more than 200,000 U.S. cars
with supercharged engines.
A year later GM recalled
EPQSWXQMPPMSRQSVIGEVW
XLEX[IVIR´XWYTIVGLEVKIH
Dealers replaced the spark
plug wire channels but
HSGYQIRXW½PIH[MXLXLI
KSZIVRQIRXHSR´XQIRXMSR
any repair of the oil leaks.

Different types of tires make a difference
Understanding tires and
what makes some a better
½XXLERSXLIVWJSVGIVtain vehicles can make for
safe driving and improved
handling.
All-season tires
The most common type
of tire and arguably the
best known is the standard
all-season tire. Many vehicles
GSQIIUYMTTIH[MXLXLIWI
tires, which are designed to
be versatile enough to grip
the road in various conditions. They are commonly
made of a harder rubber
XLEX[MPPRSX[IEVSYXUYMGOly and will retain their tread.
Most day-to-day driving can
be done on all-season tires.
High-performance
People who live in dry
climates or drive sports
ERHVEGMRKGEVWGERFIRI½X
from high-performance tires.
8LIWIXMVIWEVIWTIGM½GEPP]
designed to grip the road
better and offer superior handling under higher
WTIIHW&IGEYWILMKLTIVformance tires are made of
a softer rubber compared
to standard tires, they will
not last as long as all-season
tires.
Snow tires
People who live in snowy,
MG]GSRHMXMSRW[MPPFIRI½X
from the use of snow tires.
These tires are designed
with special treads to offer
more traction in slippery
conditions. The rubber used

to manufacture the tire
GERVIQEMR¾I\MFPIIZIR
EXI\XVIQIP]PS[XIQperatures. Winter tires are
FIWXVIWIVZIHJSVI\XVIQI
weather and not used all
season long because they
[MPP[IEVSYXQSVIUYMGOly than others. They may
not have the same level of
traction on clear roads. In
some cases, winter tires may
have metal studs included
to enhance traction in icy
situations. People who do
not want to switch tires
when cold weather arrives
sometimes invest in snow
chains that improve traction
on standard tires.
Mud Tires
Muddy areas can be just as
slippery as snowy conditions.
Mud tires are designed similarly to snow tires but will

LEZII\XVEKVSSZIWERHE
tread pattern that facilitates
movement of mud away
from the tires and road.
Mud tires may be wider
than standard tires as well.
Truck Tires
Drivers of trucks or
sport-utility vehicles often
need special truck tires.
These tires can better
handle the weight and size
of a larger vehicle. Many
drivers stick with the type
of tire that originally came
with their truck. Drivers
who like to go off-roading
may need an all-terrain tire
to offer more traction when
climbing hills or traversing
different conditions. 

+1LEWR´XGSQIYT[MXLE
½REP½\MRXLIQSWXVIGIRX
recall, spokesman Alan Adler
said. The company will use
state registration databases
in an effort to track down
the owners, he said. The
½VIW[IVIHMWGSZIVIH

when GM began investigating whether to recall some
2004 models, Adler said.
The recall is so large that
it could have an impact on
+1´WJSYVXLUYEVXIVIEVRings, although Adler said that

LEWR´XFIIRHIXIVQMRIH
“Since we have not decided on the remedy, we
do not know whether the
cost will result in a material
GLEVKIXSIEVRMRKW´ ´LIWEMH


(PICK UP AVAILABLE)

WE PAY
YOU $$$

CALL 315-794-5498
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